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Editorial
Purity, and especially cultural and religious ideas about purity which impact ways in which
women are perceived, is rapidly becoming a hot topic in contemporary discourse. In light
of this the focus of this our second web magazine is timely: we are not only looking at a
topic which cross-cultural workers in majority Muslim countries have been surprised to
find to be a key to understanding local attitudes and behaviours but one which is rising
high amongst concerns of feminist activists and within global media debates about
equality and human rights. Campaigners from within and across many cultures are
engaging the topic in various ways. Before explaining how we are covering the topic in this
edition of the webzine let me give you a couple of examples.
If, as a woman, you stop for a comfort break at a UK motorway service station you discover
yourself a sitting target for a fundraising and awareness campaign. A charity providing
tampons for refugees has put posters on the back of each cubicle doors of the Ladies
Toilets at every service area. The posters evoke empathy between sisters of different
cultures who understand the embarrassment and confusion that all going through puberty
experience (for similar web campaigns and related articles see - Lunapads, Onegirl, Action
Aid, Syria. What the campaign hints at is the less understood isolation and social control
which likely adds to the shock these orphaned refugee girls experience as their body takes
them into womanhood. Different community ideas about purity, rooted in religion and/or
dominant culture, lie behind very different experiences and emergent sense of identity.
The second example was a piece on the radio which illustrates the existence of a confusing
clash of perspectives on the topic of purity and hints at how this touches identity. A
UK-based Asian-background woman journalist recounted returning to India to attend the
Hindu funeral of her grandmother. She was clearly shocked, and still irate, at not being
able to go into the temple for the actual ceremony because in the car journey there she had
called out to fellow women passengers to ask if someone had a tampon as her period had
started. Female members of her family now banished her from going into the temple. They
made no exception for the fact that she had spent much time and money in order to attend
this unrepeatable, important family event. She clearly found such religious sensibilities
to be degrading and discriminating in their ‘outmoded’ attitudes to women’s bodies, using
opportunity on the BBC to raise the issue.
The set of articles which make up this webzine will help you reflect on things these
examples raise. Our leading interest, however, is more fundamental. The articles include
details that relate to various religions, but they are particularly geared to providing
orientation to ideas about purity that shape attitudes within Muslim communities, and to
bringing clarity about detail in the Bible that informs Christian attitudes and responses.
They are intended to enable us to be better equipped to understand our Muslim friends, and
to have integrity in the ways we represent and share the hope of Christ. In doing so they
show what lies behind sensibilities and so have potential to help us reframe the way we
engage the wider secular-modernist discussion.
The scene is set, in our first article, through the sharing of mum talk after a child vomited.
Reflecting on that, and other conversations with Muslim women, Inneke (the author)
observes ‘... if I have learnt nothing else from Islam it is that faith is carried out in the body.’
The lesson is, surely, a good one. The arising questions, though, are whether we agree

about the way(s) it is carried out and what lies behind (or is the goal in front of)
our conclusions.
The first article especially draws on experiences in an Indonesian context. The second is a
short summary provided by a sister of Shi’ite background. In its simplicity it goes to the
heart of the matter: purity depends on small things so ‘you never know if you are clean
and pure in Islam.’ Opportunities to pray, and social interaction, are proscribed by the
uncertainty.
The third article is co-authored from within East Africa, by women especially familiar
with African traditional religions and varied expressions of Islam. Helpfully they express a
common sense that does not so naturally occur to the Western mindset when they observe
that ‘adherents live in certain ways in order to meet the demands of purity in their religion’.
The article draws attention to unexpected examples such as the ‘Miss Muslim’ beauty
pageant. They also draw attention to the ways ideas around FGM, and much current folk
Islamic practice, are rooted in fears and beliefs about purity.
With broad context set, the rest of the articles explore detail. Moyra Dale and Katherine
Smith are excellent guides to understanding the authoritative texts. Moyra provides a
comprehensive comparison of Christian scriptures (the Old and New Testaments) and the
Muslim authoritative texts (the Qur’an and Hadith). A summary of her perspective can be
found as a WhenWomenSpeak blog, but this much longer consolidation and distillation
deserves a wide readership. Here she sets gives careful attention to the Levitical purity
codes and purity issues in the New Testament on the one hand, alongside responsible
presentation of defilement and purity in Islam’s texts on the other. Common ground is
shown to challenge some of the categories and ways in which Christians tend to think as
Moyra challenges us to be willing to take on new conversation topics.
The penultimate article on purity, which like the first is rooted in experience in Indonesia,
considers the connection between beliefs and health. A medical practitioner provides
insights about women whose life routines are more likely shaped by fears about bad spirits
exploiting polluted conditions than any formal ideas about ways in which ritual cleanliness
affects access to God. The article gives helpful overview, examples and proposals for loving
Christian response.
Katherine Smith’s article on the topic of purity develops the understanding that ritual,
worldview and story are intrinsically bound. Different communities can become confused
and offended by one another because they don’t share a ‘common sense’ forged by
matching story, ritual and worldview. The different stories, and the differences within
stories, in the Bible and the Qur’an, lies behind (and in front of) the differences in the
embodied faith of our different faith communities. Katherine summarises the Islamic
perspective to show that attitudes to purity are bound up with assumptions about the
nature of Allah. Then she shows, through surveying the more extensive biblical material,
that emphasises the holiness of YHWH sets the context for understanding the incarnation
and work of Jesus.
Time and again consideration of the topic of purity reminds us of the astonishing
interactions, miracles and statements of our Lord, Jesus Christ. We find ourselves looking
through a prism which brings sharp focus to the way he subverted common views as he
reformed distorted understanding. Each article gives pause for reflection: you may not
wholly agree with some. Do share feedback and insights on the forum.

For those who want to follow-up or think through the topic further there are other helpful resources
of various kinds. They include the Bible Project YouTube clip on ‘Holiness’. Thinking Biblically about
Islam by Ida Glaser (Langham, 2016: especially chapter 12) is very helpful if you are looking for
Christian reflection on overlaps in Islamic and Jewish approaches to purity and law. Alabaster by
Chris Aslan (Lion Hudson, 2016) provides fictional exploration into overlaps between 1st Century AD
community attitudes.
The great Christian insight is that Jesus is the key to making sense of requirements to be pure in
light of the holiness of God. His teachings, his example and his atoning death set the context for life
affirming, socially engaged lifestyles to be lived freely by women and men wherever his good news
takes root.
Understanding the background to his life and ministry – the one metanarrative that makes sense
of human experience – enables us to appreciate deep-rooted attitudes within Muslim communities.
Consideration of a topic which explains the fears and marginalisation of many women in majority
Muslim contexts explains too why those who learn of Jesus find him so attractive.
Understanding of the topic also gives clues about sensibilities that lie behind clashes between
secular-modernism framing of human experience and those shaped by religious faith. For secularmodernism the defining language is that of human rights and freedoms rather than God’s holiness.
At worst secular-modernism degenerates to a valueless, isolating, nihilism: anything goes and its
none of your business how destructive that might be. At worst religiosity is obsessive, judgemental,
controlling and stifling. Neither extreme is good for humanity or society. The good news of Jesus
might be described as sitting at the meeting point, exposing petty regulations for what they are
whilst demonstrating how to bring respect and dignity.
At conclusion, then, we find ourselves compelled to share the Good News. Not least with this in
mind, we end this webzine with a paper on fruitful ministry practices among women workers by
‘Fruitful Practice Research’. It closes with the hope that ‘this study contributes to the mission
community’s understanding, not only of fruitful ministry among Muslims, but also the spiritual lives
and growth of women’. They are good words with which to commend all the articles in this issue of
the webzine: may you find them helpful and enriching.

CMW

Purity

Inneke G Riddell
My first 'ah-ha' moment related to what purity means for my local friends in
Indonesia was when a neighbour's child messed on the floor in my house. After the
mother cleaned it up she asked me 'what is your rule for how many times you need
to wipe something?' While I was still thinking 'hot water, ammonia, baking soda,
scrubbing brush, till the germs are gone etc.' she said 'three times, I wiped your
floor three times, and it is okay now.' Okay for what? I was thinking in terms of
cleanliness, getting completely rid of the mess and smell and germs. She was talking
in terms of restoring my floor to being acceptable, able to be used for 'sholat'
prayers or reading the Al-Qu'ran. One thing I have learnt recently from discussions
with a variety of Muslim friends about purity is that, like some Jewish thinking about
regulations in the Torah, the rules are about keeping or making a person or place
acceptable to meet God, specifically to carry out the five obligatory daily set
prayers or read/hold the Al-Qu'ran.
A person able to pray the obligatory prayers, or a place which can be used for
such prayer, is called pure or clean, usually using the usual Indonesian word for
clean, 'bersih' or the Arabic and therefore religious word 'tahir'. This ritual purity is
only tangentially related to cleanliness however. And it is not directly related to sin
either. Nor to holiness. The connections between these concepts are well worth
exploring as we seek to open minds to Jesus being the fulfillment of cleanliness laws
(Mt 5:17) and the one who washes us clean from sin (Heb 10:10).
What is Muslim understanding of purity related to? In all human cultures
there is a focus on boundaries. Life-cycle events occur when a person crosses a
boundary from one part of life to another - birth, puberty, marriage, motherhood,
death. The topic of purity is related to this universal preoccupation or interest in
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boundaries. Muslims are ritually pure when things such as bodily fluids are in their
right places and they are 'najis' (Indonesian from Arabic) when such things are
escaping the boundaries. Hence sexual relations, menstruation, nocturnal emissions,
giving birth and many other normal activities cause a person to be ritually impure
and forbidden to perform the obligatory daily prayers until extra ablutions have
been done. My understanding is that these extra ablutions, called 'mandi wajib' or
'mandi junup' take place as soon as possible after the bodily fluids have stopped
flowing. Lesser issues such as passing wind and passing urine are dealt with by the
normal 'wudhuh' ablutions always undertaken before the obligatory prayers.
All religions reveal this human cultural focus on 'in the right place' to some
extent or other. Is it that Allah needs his followers to be 'pure' in this ritual and
physical sense before he can or will hear their prayers? 'Is he that small?' one of my
informants commented.
My understanding is that this is more about us, what we as humans feel we
need to do to prepare ourselves to come to God in prayer. And if I have learnt
nothing else from Islam it is that faith is carried out in the body. God/Allah is Spirit,
but graciously meets us where we are, in our body-mind life. Hence in all religions
places for prayer are set aside, people get into their 'Sunday best' or special garb,
sit, stand, kneel and much more.
As Christians we would say that the only reason we can draw near to an
unutterably holy God at all (Hebrews 10:22) with washed or unwashed bodies is
because of the body of the one He sent. We wouldn't want to underestimate the
importance of body. But we would want say two things.
Firstly in speaking to my local friends, the, what we might consider to be
'man-made laws' of purity, are obviously a huge burden. Women in particular are
discouraged by the side-effects of not being ritually pure. It's bad luck to miss out
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on obligatory prayers, and their normal daily routines are messed up for days at a
time. Being a woman increases the difficulty of spending time with God/Allah in
prayer. A particular friend said she hadn't done any set prayers for five years:
between giving birth a couple of times, menstruating, breast-feeding, cleaning up
messy babies, she had never been in an acceptable state. One year her mother
looked after her children so she could carry out part of the fasting month. A Muslim
is allowed to pray spontaneous prayers, or chant 'zikir' or repeat memorized verses
even when not ritually pure, but few avail themselves of this.
Two believers from a Muslim background that I know well have chosen
different ways forward. One still does the five obligatory daily prayers and tacks on
personal prayer and Bible reading after that. She follows the purity rules she grew
up with. The other one is not interested in adapting the five daily prayer times to her
faith in J. Rather she luxuriates in praying in her pyjamas, anywhere, anytime with no
thought of any ritual ablutions.
I love telling the story of Jesus touching and healing the woman who had
been bleeding for 12 years. She was 'najis', and Jesus became 'najis' when he touched
her. In touching her he healed her and restored her to her community and her
religious/prayer life. This was a 'najis' that she couldn't wash away with ablutions.
She was made pure after many years of waiting fruitlessly for her body to right
itself.
Secondly, ablutions don't go far enough. They don't deal with dirty thoughts
or sinful actions. Only God can forgive. The story of the Pharisee and the sinner
going up to the temple to pray is useful here. God heard the sinner's prayers
although he was not ritually pure and would have been considered 'najis'. The
Pharisee was ritually pure but full of sinful pride. We may want to say that our
purity/cleanliness is far short of God's glory and standard that we are never going
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to be able to reach it It may be helpful to talk about the many things that keep us
from God. We could talk about heart-purity being at least as important as bodypurity. We may want to discuss how humans are ashamed before God. I like to take a
clean cracked glass and offer to fill it up for my guests with water. When they look
askance at the cracked glass I say our lives are like that. We can clean them
physically, fill them up with good deeds, with prayers, but our lives are cracked and
flawed. Our lives need to be fixed first, and J has done that for us.
We can follow the example of Jesus interacting with the Pharisees. They
were also bound up in faith-destroying rules. J said 'I have come to fulfill the law'
(Mt 5:17). Jesus purifies us once and for ever in the water of baptism. He is the living
water (Jn 7:17).
On the other hand we may want to be seen to wash our hands before reading
the Bible. On one level purity laws are about taking God/Allah seriously. Along with a
mental and verbal 'niat' (intention), Muslims through various kinds of ritual ablutions
put aside the messy parts of life and set themselves to pray. It is possible to
commend this human desire to prepare for prayer, while encouraging deeper
discussion about what God requires.
We would want to go on to talk about purification from sin. We will want to
look beyond the issue of purity to what can make us acceptable to God now and
forever. Only God himself is able to do that, and He has done it, in Jesus.
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A woman

of Shiite background
A woman of Shi’ite background wrote about her experience of purity laws
You never know if you are clean and pure in Islam. Your purity is totally dependent on
your mind and your actions. For instance, it depends on very small things like touching
an animal, especially dogs. A second before you touch a dog, you are clean and pure, but
a second after you are najas (impure). You could touch something by accident, so you
never know if you are still pure and clean to talk to your God and pray.
Muslims need to wash their face, arms and feet to prepare for praying. In this way they
become clean and tahara (pure). But unfortunately this cleanliness can be broken just by
simple burping or passing gas, so you need to hold yourself for some time, or you need to
do the preparation washing again.
I used to struggle a lot, I was always in doubt: “Am I still clean to talk to God or not???”
As a woman in Islam, I was always najas and only with qosl (full washing) could I wash
away my najasah (uncleanness). During women’s monthly period, no women are allowed
to pray as they are najas. And after that they have to do qosl or otherwise they will be
dirty and najas for the rest of the month. After sex you are najas again, and again, only
qosl can clean you.
Qosl is a particular way of bathing to wash away the najasah. This is how you do qosl :

Qosl

1. The intention of the Qosl should be said at the begining.
2. Rinse the head.
3. Rinse the right part of the body
4. Rinse the left part of the body.
Some people make the rules of najasah an excuse to skip their five daily Islamic prayers, or to
do whatever they want to do. And that is a pity.

Purity in the context of
Islam in East Africa

Dr. Josephine Mutuku, Ms. Wairimu D. Kamau, Mrs. Pauline Mukuria

Introduction
Purity and impurity are words found in every religion. Each has its way of upholding
each practice. Worshipers are expected to live in a certain way in order to meet the
demands of purity in their religion. As Ryle observes, “purity in religion
encompasses patience and long-suffering” (2003, 14) as one does the right things
for right reasons. Mary Douglas in her classical text “Purity and Danger” explains
the need for purity as the need for order in the following way “…ideas about
separating, purifying, demarcating and punishing transgressions have as their main
function to impose system on an inherently untidy experience” (1966, 13) She
further explains that in the formal relationships human beings have with spirit
beings, especially God, this system serves to determine the rules by which they
communicate, relate and affect each other. God is seen to be pure and holy and so
human beings must find ways of purifying themselves so as to relate with him in
terms acceptable to him and avoid his wrath.

Purity in Islam
Purity ‘taharah’ and impurity ‘najasah’ are very important words in Islam because
they are always linked with barak ‘spiritual blessings’ and pepo ‘eternal rewards’.
According to Sahih Muslim (2:432), which is widely understood to be a reliable
hadith, Muslims regard purity as half the faith of a believer that serves two
purposes: spiritual purity and general cleanliness [seen as physical purity] (see Ayub
2010, 27-77). Muslims take purity serious because it is one of the religious matters
discussed in the Qur’an. It does not matter the state of civilization a Muslim is in
when it comes to meeting the purity requirement. Purity can never be taught or
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lived by those who are “petty, prejudiced, contentious, or unresponsive to the needs
of their fellowmen” (Adeney 2007, 18).
The Qur’an “sets forth the acts and views of purity in all the stages of
civilization, from wandering nomads to dwellers in cities” (Daud, 2007, 7). The
Qur’an describes how the believers should uphold the issues of purity and gives
some indication of punishment to befall those who are impure. This becomes a big
issue to Muslim women because according to Islam, women are physically impure
almost more than half of their life time, the most being the issue of bleeding during
birth and menses leading to spiritual impurity. During this time of menses, the
woman is denied participation in religious activities such as attending Mosque
prayers, reading the Qur’an, traveling to Mecca, and fasting (Qur’an 2:222; 4:43; 5:6;
Sahih Muslim 2:433, 435; see Ayub 2010, 28). These religious activities mean a lot to
Muslims in earning spiritual blessings. They also determine one’s fate in life after
death.
According to Naila, purity has a general meaning (2002, 6). Thus it may mean,
on one hand, physical cleanliness which is the purity from perceptible filth or ritual
purification. On the other hand, it may also mean spiritual purity which is the purity
of the self from vices, sins and abandoning disobediences, and getting used to good
deeds and words. No wonder, Allah’s messenger admonished those who neglected
physical purity which is considered a prerequisite for validity of certain devotions,
like prayer, touching or holding the Holy Qur’an, etc. As narrated by Abu Hurairah
(Footnotes on the Holy Quran)
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“Ten acts are demands of true nature, namely: clipping the moustache,
letting the beard grow, brushing the teeth with Miswak, snuffing up
water in the nose, clipping the nails, washing the finger joints, plucking
the hair under the armpits, shaving the pubes, and cleaning the private
parts with water (after call of nature) The narrator said: I have
forgotten the tenth, but it may have been rinsing the mouth.” (Quranic
Footnotes)
In indicating the importance of purity in Islam, Abdul claims that the
messenger of Allah had often mentioned that people would come with white faces
and arms and legs owing to ablution, and they would arrive at the cistern (the basin
from which the Prophet gives his followers fresh water to drink on the Day of
Judgment) before them. Then while at it, some people would be driven away from
the cisterns if they are found not pure.
Joy Loewen tells of her encounter with Muslim women in the United States of
America where she made friends with them and sought to learn about their world as
Muslim women. She found that the moral purity of Muslim women also had national
implications.
In 2006 a “Miss Muslim” contest was held in Tatarstan, much like Miss
America. Yet unlike Miss America, the competitors could not wear swimsuits, they
had to be modestly dressed and wear hijabs. The goal of the pageant was to show
that beauty does not have anything to do with nudity or immodesty. It was a contest
to reveal intelligence and religiosity. The contest included memorization and
recitation of the Quran, as well as cooking and sewing. Contestants were graded
based on how they brought honor to their families, countries, religion and Allah. A
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young virgin from Tatarstan won the contest. As this contest proved, beauty, purity,
and morality are family and national values in Muslim countries. (Loewen 2010)
As a consequence, in some instances, a Muslim woman’s sense and expression
of purity is understood in terms of being communal property to be used as
bargaining power, cementing relationships or abused in war. A woman’s purity
reflects on her family, community and nation. In strict Islamic observance the purity
of a virgin bride must be established by both families before marriage otherwise her
value and impending wedding is jeopardized. This is established in at least two ways.
The girl’s aunties frequently check whether the girl’s private parts are securely
closed by the advance sewing through what is commonly called FGM (female genital
mutilation). At the onset of the wedding negotiations, her bride-price value is
established in part by the in-laws women visiting the girl and checking on the purity
of her private parts. On the wedding night, the sheet used by the new couple is
returned to the families for evidence of fresh blood signifying that this is the first
time she has had sexual intercourse. This is celebrated as a cementing of the
relationship between the two families because the purity of the marriage has been
established.
In contrast, there does not seem to be the corresponding rule for men. There
is no real way of establishing male purity before marriage. A keen family will have to
rely on word of mouth assessments by all known to the couple to establish his
character. Virgin Muslim girls therefore run the risk of contracting life-threatening
diseases through marriage. Cervical cancer, sexually transmitted, HIV and AIDS are
common diseases from which women suffer because of this discrepancy.
Conversely, the family of a virgin girl married to a promiscuous man is free to seek
divorce by asking for their bride-price wealth called “talaka”. Unfortunately, this is
rarely enough action to prevent health problems from affecting the woman. In
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addition, once the woman has children, divorce is not final as the children are still
linked to their father whether the mother’s welfare remains important. In folk
Islam, the two parents though divorced continue to maintain loose relationships
especially because men are allowed to marry up to four women. For this reason, in
the absolute sense of the word, the importance put on purity in the Islamic society
is not necessarily for the welfare of women in their relationship with Allah but as
long as their outward performance is acceptable, how they live in private may not be
deemed as important.
Another way in which Islam seeks absolute purity in its practice is in the
concept of Islamic or “sharia” banking, by following strict Islamic borrowing and
lending rules based on teachings in the Qur’an and the Traditions, which carry
authority as ‘Allah’s instructions’. This practice has permeated the banking practice
of major banks around the world such as Barclays. The rules stipulate that there
shall be no payment or receipt of interest (‘riba’) charged in the lending and
accepting of money. This is why the accounts are called “La-Riba accounts because
they are against interest charges or income on deposits. The basic premise is that
profit should be derived from the investment of the funding by the bank, while it
holds it on behalf of the client and not from just holding the money. This is
advantageous to Muslims because it enables their businesses to be established, and
flourish under easy credit terms that are not a burden to the account holders. This
approach has gained popularity with the frequent failure of banks to manage “the
payments of deposits” away from their “portfolio activities” showing the Islamic
approach to be more stable. (Rabbi’al Awwal 1438 H)
Contemporary African Islam sees itself as defined by having an anti-Western
outlook. It sees Western culture as corrupt, sinful, without shame or decorum. This
is what gave rise to movements such as Salafism that inspired the rise of militant
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groups such as Boko Haram and Al Shabaab. Terje Ostebo in his discussion on
“Islamic militancy in Africa” traces the genesis of this destructive militancy by
stating that,
Salafism has always had an ambiguous view of politics and political
power. In general, it has held a rather xenophobic attitude, fearing
that political engagement would compel Salafis to cooperate with
secularists and non-Salafis, threatening their religious purity. While
Salafis in principle favor the establishment of an Islamic state, their
political ideology for doing so has not been well defined and they have
instead usually devoted themselves to da’wa and teaching their
religious precepts. (Østebø 2012)
Islam also teaches that purity is key to entering paradise. If a person purifies
himself and then meets Allah in the hereafter he will enter paradise without
obstacles. However, in case he does not purify himself in this world, that is, “if his
impurity persists, like the disbeliever, he will not be allowed into paradise; but if his
impurity is transient, he will be allowed to enter paradise after he is purified in Hell
of that impurity for a period of time” (Abdul 1997,61).
It becomes clear that physical impurity prevents Muslims from carrying out
their basic religious duties such as prayer, fasting and even reading the Qur’an. On
bodily purity, the Muslims must gain purity by performing ablutions. All bodily fluids
must be cleansed from the body with water. According to Muslims, water is good
because it cleans effectively. Urine, excrement and other discharges from the body
such as pre-seminal fluid must be cleansed with water until the unclean matter is
removed.
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Sad to say, women are seen to be much more defiled than men (Naila 2003, 16). This
is related to emissions that come from their bodies in form of gas or menstrual fluid.
For instance, when Somali women are in the company of other women experiencing
their menses, they frequently exclaim “oof, oof loosely translated “dirty or smelly”
to express their discomfort at this experience. The question here is, how can Muslim
women maintain purity and yet they have their monthly share of impurity? As Abdul
observes, in order for a Muslim woman to remain pure, she must be in constant
purification process and remain allergic to impurity (1997, 52).

How do Muslims attain purity?
In the Islamic perspective, there are several ways in which the believer may obtain
purity. Firstly, purity is acquired through cleaning specific body parts with water.
This act is referred to as ablution. It is a prerequisite before one gets into obligatory
or voluntary prayer. The Prophet said, “The prayer of none amongst you would be
accepted in a state of impurity till he performs ablution….”(Abdul 1997, 26)
According to Daud, if a Muslim purifies himself in accordance with Allah’s
commandments and the Prophet’s instructions, his prayer will purify him of sins
(2007, 14). The description of purity given indicates that for one to be pure the
mouth and nostrils, the face, the hands and arms up to the elbows are to be
thoroughly rinsed before prayer. In addition, the believer must wipe the head and
the feet up to the ankles. It is believed that in doing so, all the sins would be washed
away (Daud 2007, 12).
Kaleem Abbas and Dr. Taj Afsar in their comparative study between Islamic
and Hindu concepts of ritual purity (Abbas and Asfar 2014, 2) distinguish between
different ‘sorts of water” Clean and pure water comes from the sea, rivers, rain that
comes through pumps, springs, lakes and valleys. Clean but impure water is clean
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water that has been polluted by any impurity, especially blood contamination.
Impure water is that water that after flowing then “changes in taste, color, and
smell after it has been infected with uncleanness” such as stagnant water. (Abbas
and Asfar 2014, 3). Ritual purity can in Kaleem Abbas’s view be attained through
three methods only: Wudu (ablution), Ghusl (bath) or Tayammum (purification with
dust). Wudu or ablution is the most important of them all in Islamic practice. The
process consists of the recalling of Allah’s name at the beginning of the Wudu;
brushing of teeth; rinsing of mouth; Inhalation of water (through the nose); Wiping
of ears; combing out of the beard and fingers; washing the parts thrice; intending
purification; and wiping the head as a whole (Abbas and Asfar 2014, 5).
The second way in which purity is acquired is by placing the face on the
ground in prostration to Allah. When a Muslim does that, he/she is said to purified of
all sins and be as pure as he/she were on the day of birth” (Abdul 1997, 15). This act
accompanies the five daily prayers that devout Muslims perform at home, at the
mosque, airport, airplane, street and just about anywhere a space can be found. It
has become a powerful proselytization method because it is an outward religious act
that can be viewed by all non-Muslims in the vicinity.
Thirdly, it is established by mentioning the name of Allah before and after
prayers. According to Abdul, the act of mentioning the name of Allah earns the
believer a lot of marks in terms of purity (1997, 27). For this reason, the term Allah
punctuates all conversation, is embedded in most words, Quranic script and slogan.
Popular phrases such as “Allahu akbar” (“Allah is greater”) serve as calls to the
defense of Islam in religious protest or interfaith dialogue. Names such as
“Abdullah” (which means servant of Allah) or “Abdul Rahman (which means servant
of the merciful) are common among Muslims. Muslims will frequently exclaim
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“Allah!” when excited, fearful or frustrated to denote their instinctive reverence for
“Allah” in all matters important to them.
Fourth, reading the Quran is another means in which purity is said to be
acquired. In some Muslim communities, the complete reading and recitation of the
Quran during Ramadhan is said to bring great blessing not only to those who read
but to their whole families. If this reading is done in the mosque, even more
blessings are acquired. Frequently, none-practicing Muslims will rely on the devotion
shown by their aging parents and relatives to cover for their own weak faith and so
conversely, the aging parents may feel quite compelled to do sufficient acts of faith
to assure the eternal safety of their wayward family members.
However, penalties for touching the Quran when one is unclean and in the
infraction of law are severe and swift when in the public sphere. In private, it is
sufficient for one to place the Quran at the top most shelf in the house, especially
the living room or room used by the heads of family. On the contrary, as Islamic
scholars observe, the touching of the Quran brings purity. In one instance, Abu Bakr
ibn Muhammad ibn Amr said, “The Prophet wrote a letter to the people of Yemen
which read: “Nobody is allowed to touch the Qur’an unless he is pure.” (Daud 2007,
41) Devout Muslims will be seen touching the Quran to their foreheads and speaking
out Allah’s name for added blessing. Islam is seen here to be a religion of extensive
and detailed acts of devotion for the maintenance of a right relationship with Allah.
During Ramadhan, and for some Muslims every Monday and Thursday of the
week all year round, fasting is another act of devotion that denotes purity before
Allah. The larger the crust on the lips shows everyone the level of purity of the fast
observed. Fasting in Islam is a very difficult exercise for many as the body has to
deal with the intake of large amounts of food at night while during the day, even the
swallowing of saliva is prohibited. This makes some people sick and so certain foods
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are seen to be easier on the stomach and are preferred to others. In some homes,
milk, couscous and dates are eaten at night while the “samosas” and dates are
served at the “Iftar” (fast-breaking meal in the evening) for all family members and
passersby to take. Some people find fasting so difficult that they have been said to
prefer to pay the amount required in its place rather than go through it. Outwardly,
however, they will seek to maintain the appropriate outward appearances so as not
offend others. It has been said that the amount of food eaten during Ramadhan is
more than the regular intake and so some people are seen to gain weight rather
than lose it.

Female Genital Mutilation and the perception of female purity in the
Kenyan context
“28 Too Many” is an international organization that has been championing the
human rights of girls and women in the area of female genital mutilation (FGM). In
their recent report they summarize Kenyan law in the matter by stating that the
Kenyan constitution does not allow anyone to compel anyone to undergo the rite or
to undergo early marriage. The Prohibition of Female Genital Mutilation Act 2012
criminalizes all forms of FGM, regardless of the age or status of the girl or woman
(Wilson 2016). Some progress has been made to curb this practice but it still
persists in contravention of the law. Case study research done by the Population
Council among the Kisii and Kuria shows that:
Evidence from the Kenya Demographic and Health Surveys (KDHS) shows
that the overall prevalence of FGM has been decreasing over the last decade. In
2008/9, 27% of women had undergone FGM, a decline from 32% in 2003 and 38% in
1998. Older women are more likely to have undergone FGM than younger women,
further indicating the prevalence is decreasing. However, the prevalence has
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remained highest among the Somali (97%), Kisii (96%), Kuria (96%) and the Maasai
(93%), relatively low among the Kikuyu, Kamba and Turkana, and rarely practiced
among the Luo and Luhya (less than 1%). (Oloo, Wanjiru, and Newell-Jones 2011)
In many communities, it is considered taboo for women to fail to undergo
FGM because “It is believed that the removal of the clitoris and labia contribute to
the cleanliness and beauty of women. In such societies an unmutilated woman is
considered dirty and polluted” (Moges 2003). The value of a woman before marriage
is closely tied to her FGM status and so fathers wanting to gain the most from bride
price payments are insistent that their daughters should undergo this process. The
World Health Organization has done extensive research on this subject. “Reasons
used to sustain the practice relate to religious obligation, family honor, and virginity
as a prerequisite for marriage”(WHO 2017).
Conversely, promiscuity among men and rape of women is not prominently
featured on the list of taboo practices among traditional communities that protect
the practices of men who prefer to have many wives or forcefully have sexual
intercourse with a woman without serious consequences. Among the Kuria, this
practice is highly valued as shown on the newspaper report in 2016 where,
“Public ceremonies celebrating the illegal “season” of female genital mutilation
(FGM) have been allowed to take place unchallenged by the authorities in some areas
of Kenya, it has emerged. Two campaigners in Migori county, close to the border
with Tanzania, report that over the past month hundreds of girls belonging to the
Kuria tribe have undergone FGM, and they witnessed groups of men, some armed,
going door-to-door harassing the families of uncircumcised girls”. (Horner 2016)
It has taken an alliance of efforts of organizations such as 28 Too Many, the
Women of Vision group of World Vision in Kenya (Vision 2013), Young Women’s
Christian Association (YWCA), Kongelai Women’s Network (Dillon 2016) and the
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Kenyan government to keep this campaign strong against the cultural reasons
communities give for the practice. The Maasai assert that lack of circumcision
brings death to the family and yet circumcision itself is responsible for the death of
many women due to excessive bleeding, obstruction during child-birth and sepsis
due to use of unclean instruments. These causes of death are seen to be secondary
in importance to the preservation of communal purity laws that seem to be
formulated specifically to thwart the move for change on this difficult issue.

Christian concepts of purity
The phrase “cleanliness is next to godliness” has often been touted as Biblical
scripture though it is a humanistic statement aimed at encouraging Christians to
present themselves well outwardly as an expression of their inner convictions. The
care one takes over the physical body is seen to be an expression of faith in God and
gratitude for the life that God created for his own pleasure and service. In
particular, the avoidance of body harming substances such as drugs and excessive
use of alcoholic beverages and substances is seen as an outward act of keeping the
body pure before God.
In Christianity, purity is an attribute of God (Hebrews 7:27) synonymous with
holiness. God who is holy and pure promised to remove the impurities of sin from
Israel (Isaiah 1:25). God promised to purify them so that they can then present
offerings of righteousness before him (Mal. 3:3). In their purified state they will be
willing to obey the Lord’s commands (Deuteronomy 30:8). Purity therefore is a
precursor for active and continual obedience before God.
Since the fall to sin of Adam and Eve, there has been need for a sufficient
penalty or cost for that sin that brings about impurity. The Bible teaches that only
the acts of a holy and pure God are sufficient to atone for the sins of mankind for
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everyone born since Adam and Eve inherit the sinful nature of this first family.
Initially, God instructed the Israelites to offer a sacrifice of a spotless lamb as an
atonement for the sins of the people. It is written,
Sacrifice a bull each day as a sin offering to make atonement. Purify the altar
by making atonement for it and anoint it to consecrate it. For seven days, make
atonement for the altar and consecrate it. Then the altar will be most holy, and
whatever touches it will be holy. This is what you are to offer on the altar regularly
on each day: two lambs a year old…Sacrifice the other lamb at twilight with the
same grain offering and its drink offering as in the morning- a pleasing aroma, a food
offering presented to the Lord….Then they will know that I am the Lord their God,
who brought them out of Egypt so that I might make a dwelling among them. I am
the Lord their God. Exodus 29: 36-45
This practice was instituted by God for the nation of Israel, before the time
of Christ as a means of purification for them to put right relationship with God. It
was very ritualistic in nature but was sufficient for that dispensation of God’s
redemptive plan for mankind. Purity for the whole nation of Israel was achieved
through these ritual acts on their behalf, by the priests from the tribe of Levi, who
God set apart for this purpose. Today, God calls us all a holy nation (1 Peter 2:9)
through the acceptance of Christ as Savior and Lord. We are all therefore not
required to go to a priest for this ritual but to approach the throne of God on our
own and in private for daily cleansing.
Perhaps the question here is “how do we gain true purity”? Is purity only a
matter of maintaining a balance between sophisticated, intellectual information and
principles of the Gospel and the Quran? Again, what is more important, the inner or
the outer purity? In trying to answer this question in a conversation with a Muslim,
the writer argued that not only is the outer purity important, but even the more the
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inner. The outer is good because people can see and respect you. It gives its
adherents good positions, great praise and recognition which only the world could
give as they are considered better and pure through the eyes of men. However, the
inner is even more beautiful because although people may not identify with it, God
can and can reward the pure in heart. As the Bible states, “the heart of man is
utterly wicked…” (Jeremiah 17:9). All uncleanness is found in it. And just as the most
stubborn stains are removed by a detergent, the heart as well needs a cleansing
detergent. To acquire purity therefore, we not only need water but also a detergent
that is able to cleanse from deep within. But how is that possible? Is there any
detergent that can purify our hearts? Would this be what is referred to us the
circumcision of the heart (Adeney 2002, 61).
Circumcision was used in early Biblical times to purify the nation of Israel and
make them presentable before God. In Romans 2:28 and 29, it is written that “A
person is not a Jew who is one only outwardly, nor is circumcision merely outward
and physical. No. A person is a Jew who is one inwardly, and circumcision is
circumcision of heart, by the Spirit, not by the written code. Such a person’s praise
is not from other people, but from God. This teaches that the outward expression of
circumcision is used to symbolize the inward expression of worship to God in all
ways. This means the complete alignment of personal will to the will of God as
creator, leader, Lord and judge. This utter abandonment to the ways of God will
cause God to reward the person privately. Such a person will not want or require the
praise of others to live a pure life but will be introspective in character. The outward
expression of the circumcision of the heart will be the manner in which this person
will interact with others and with the environment that houses the resources that
God created and gave so generously to humankind. This will be visible to others as
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behavior to emulate, causing others to look up to the person as a role model of
devout living before God.
The purification of the people of Israel, through their obedience to the words
of God taught them about the holiness and purity of God and their need for purity in
that relationship. This practice of purification would then be replaced by the
ultimate act of purification through the life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ,
who became on behalf of all humanity the perfect lamb of God, sacrificed once and
for all on the cross for the purification of all who would believe in and follow him.
This purification comes by faith in the shed blood of the crucified, dead, buried and
risen Christ who alone is pure and holy enough to save mankind from sin (Revelation
5:12)
In the time of Jesus, the Pharisees practiced the strict form of the law that
prohibited the eating with unwashed hands. In Luke 11:37-54 the gospel account is
written telling of how Jesus was invited by Pharisees to eat with them after
finishing speaking to the people. They observed that he did not do the ceremonial
washing of the hands prescribed in Jewish teaching. He responded to them by
challenging their ritual washing of hands similar to the washing of the outside of the
cup and dish while their insides were full of greed and wickedness. He called them
foolish for thinking that God who made their bodies did not know what their hearts
were like- impure on the inside while striving to present purity on the outside. He
challenged them to seek purity by being truly generous to the poor, upholding
justice and love God. He advised them to shun the important seats in the synagogues
and to resist the respectful greetings in the market-places and to stop loading
people with ritual burdens they were unable to carry, reminding them that their
sinful attitudes led to actions that saw the killing of God’s prophets of old. Internal
purity should be expressed outwardly by kindness, justice, fairness, care of the
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vulnerable and humility before a holy God. Ritual acts of cleanliness are insufficient
to rid the body, heart and mind of uncleanliness.
In the Bible, it is written that God’s word is pure and holy (Psalms 12:6). It is
dependable in its truth, consistency and power. In this way, it is useful for training
in righteousness. (2 Timothy 3:16) This is a powerful purification method for
Christians, through the study and practice of Biblical teaching that seeks to
confront personal character faults for realignment with God’s will. Purity is an ideal,
a goal to seek after. In Christian teaching, it is never completely achieved in this life
but it is meant to continuously motivate and train us to do better. The hope and
expectation is that human purity will finally be achieved completely at the return of
Christ in the second coming when Christ’s own purity will be the means through
which all believers in Christ will get safe passage to heaven. (Revelation 3:4)
Even though purity is therefore the gift of God through the saving work of
Christ, who appeased the demands of a holy God through his death and
resurrection, disciples of Christ are required to strive hard to attain purity in all the
facets of their lives. Ephesians 1:4 teaches Christians to be holy and blameless in
God sight. Christians must strive continuously to use God given wisdom and
understanding to achieve this. Through practice, pure thoughts and actions become
our habit, thus pleasing God. Hebrews 12:14 teaches that without holiness, no-one
will see the Lord. 1 Thessalonians 4:3 teaches that it is God’s will that we should ….
avoid sexual immorality, learning to control our bodies in a way that is holy and
honorable, avoiding lust… for God did not call us to impure but pure but holy lives.
The rejection of this word of God is the rejection of God himself (vs. 8).
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Conclusion
Muslims have been taught ritual purity because Islamic teaching requires them to
follow strict guidelines in their expression of faith before God. Concerning purity,
they must use pure water for washing, and must do comprehensive washing of their
public and private body parts. These rituals are reminders of God’s requirements for
purity in their lives and are seen to earn them many blessings and forgiveness of
sins. Purity as a value is shared in the family and community and determines
relationships and harmony. For that reason, sexual purity for virgins is a very
important prerequisite for honorable marriage and the beginning of harmonious
family relationships between in-laws. Purity is also expected in their business
practices because sharia compliance is importance to their obligations before Allah.
Purity or holiness in Christian teaching is the gift of God to humanity through
the sacrificial life of Christ, death and resurrection, applied through disciplined
living on their lives. Purity must be attained for the right relationship with God to
yield the blessings that humanity yearns for. As a gift, it takes the burden of proof
from humanity but retains their requirement to grow in the disciplines of holy living.
Christians, like Muslims, will one day stand in judgement over how they led their
lives and practiced the tenets of their faith. Christians and Muslims have much to
appreciate from each other in their different interpretations of God’s requirements
for his relationship with humanity. They can also grow in their understanding and
mutual appreciation of each other’s faiths through dialogue, true sharing in
community living and protection of each other’s right to practice purity in their
prescribed forms.
Humanity strives to live in purity to attain a holy relationship with a holy God.
The challenge of assuring that women live pure lives, not only as an expression of
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their own holiness before God but also on behalf of their communities, is great.
Purity as an act of worship can be demonstrated and inculcated by elders to the
young as they are mentored in the ways of their community. It should result in the
wellbeing of the women so that they live in appreciation of their traditions and not
be maimed by it. Purity is not just a state of physical being but a mental and spiritual
way of living that is comprehensive in its expression.
Christians and Muslims both have an opportunity, based on their scriptures,
to demonstrate the purity of God’s welcoming heart to people of all religious
persuasion. In these turbulent times around the world due to forced migration
caused by conflict, drought, floods and poverty, their response to need by sharing
and welcoming can go a long way to teaching everyone what purity is all about- the
fair, sacrificial and welcoming attitude that brings back peace in this world.
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Ritual purity and defilement:
What place does it have?

Moyra Dale

Abstract
This paper discusses the nature of ritual purity and how it functions within Islam,
particularly in relationship to the daily life of Muslim women. A look at the purity
code in Leviticus and at purity issues in the New Testament offers a background to
the attitude of Jesus and the New Testament writers to ritual purity. The paper
suggests that the major New Testament discussions about purity and defilement
were to do with the clean and unclean food laws, which together with
circumcision, created a (horizontal) barrier between Jews and Gentiles that
needed to be removed. However the ritual purity code which governs our (vertical)
approach to God finds its fulfilment in baptism into Jesus’ atoning death: and in
Jesus, purity rather than defilement, becomes contagious. A response to Muslim
women’s conversations around ritual purity can affirm its importance, and point to
its fulfilment in the Messiah.

Life encounters
Allah loves those who purify themselves (Qur’an al-Taubah 9:108)
It was past midnight, in a block of flats in a poor quarter of Cairo. A woman was
calling out for her sister, who lived in an apartment above her, to come – she was
having a miscarriage and she urgently needed help. Everyone in the building could
hear her, but it seemed an age before her sister appeared at her door. Next day, the
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friend who lived next door asked the sister, “Why did you take so long? We could all
hear her calling for help!”
The sister explained, “I’d just been sleeping with my husband. If I’d gone out
in that state and anything had happened to me, I wouldn’t have got to Paradise.” So
in the middle of a winter night she had got up, poured several buckets of cold water
over herself – and then felt able to go down to help her sister.
What would you have said to her?

Allah loves the repentant and those who purify themselves (Q al-Baqarah
2:222)
Hibbert describes standing outside the meeting place for a church of people of
Muslim-background “when a young (unmarried) man arrived late and came up to me.
After greeting me, he whispered in my ear that he had just had sexual intercourse,
but that he had not washed. Could he go into the meeting, he wondered. He did not
think so, and I realised that in his mind the problem was not the illicit sex itself, but
the fact that he had not washed to ritually remove the uncleanness before
approaching God.”1
How would you have answered his question?

The Qur’an: a Book well-guarded, which none can touch but the purified
(Q al-Waqi’ah 56:79)
I was visiting a Muslim friend in hospital. As we talked, I commented on the Qur’an
on her bedside locker, and asked if she was reading it. “I can’t,” she told me, “I’ve

1

Hibbert, Defilement, 2008.
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got my monthly period. And you? Do you read your Bible when you’re menstruating /
impure?!”
What would you have said?
The requirements of ritual purity shape the daily lives and pious practices of
Muslim women and men.

Ritual purity - what is it about?
For people in western societies, talk of purity usually evokes the idea of moral
purity, or perhaps cleanliness and antibacterial hand washing soap. And a group of
western women understood discussion of the significance of menstruation and
purity only in terms of ‘mother-daughter’ talks. From a context where purity is
defined in terms of morality or cleanliness, how can ritual purity be understood?
We could begin by taking a few moments to list the substances which, if we
touched them, would make us feel the need to wash immediately before doing
anything else: and even after washing would still feel somewhat ‘unclean’. Typically
when I ask people about such substances, the lists include faecal matter or urine,
pus, vomit, sexual discharge and blood - particularly menstrual blood. Reflecting on
our own reactions helps to give some sense of the ways in which purity and
defilement is commonly experienced as embodied, or felt reality, rather than an
issue understood in terms of moral purity or bacteria.2
In eliciting such a list, we notice that that they include a number of bodily
substances - in other words, things that are normally in the body, and when we
encounter them outside the body we experience them as dirty or defiling.

2

For discussion of existing unwritten purity codes in contemporary western society, see deSilva (2000:244-5) and

Malina (2001:162-5).
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Sometimes dead bodies (things that should be alive and now are not) are included: or
slugs (which seem to cross the boundaries between animal and reptile and insect
without neatly fitting into any of them). This sense of dis-ease or disgust around
displaced substances was neatly described by anthropologist Mary Douglas in her
famous definition of ‘dirt’ as ‘matter out of place’3 - matter which contravenes the
‘natural’ order by existing in a different place or state to that in which it should
belong.4
We also note that this list includes many substances categorised as defiling
within Judaism and within Islam. This paper will explore categories of defilement
and purity in Islam, and then look at Torah regulations before we see the response
of Jesus and the early church to issues of impurity.

Defilement and purity in Islam
Hadith (Traditions)
¨ Cleanliness is half of faith. (Book #002, Hadith #0432, Sahih Muslim)
¨ The key to Paradise is prayer and key to prayer is purification.
(Chapter #1, Hadith #4, Book of Taharah, Sunan at-Tirmidhi5

3

Douglas notes that such a definition “implies two conditions: a set of ordered relations and a contravention of that

order. Dirt then, is never a unique, isolated event. Where there is dirt there is system. Dirt is the by-product of a
systematic ordering and classification of matter, in so far as ordering involves rejecting inappropriate elements.”
(1966:36)
4

In a later publication Douglas discusses how the social body reflects how the physical body is perceived, so that a

social system concerned with social boundaries implies a concern for bodily boundaries, requiring strong body control
(1970:72, 78ff). The physical body then becomes a map for social organisation, for relationships and hierarchy within
the wider social community.
5

ahadith.co.uk/chapter.php?cid=34
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¨ If anyone performs the Wudu completely his sins will come out of his
body, even coming out of his nails (Book #002, Hadith #0476, Sahih
Muslim)
¨ My people will be summoned on the day of resurrection with shining
faces, hands and feet from the marks of ablution. If anyone of you can
extend his brightness, let him do so (Book #4, Hadith #138, Sahih
Bukhari)
The hadith abound with references to ablutions, or related terms such as
purity or cleanliness. These are developed into detailed rules of practice by scholars
of jurisprudence (fiqh) enumerated in multiple books. And these rules determine
whether or not Muslims can participate in routine acts of piety, gaining merit
towards the hereafter: such as ritual prayer (salah), holding the Qur’an to read it,
and fasting.
The Arabic word for purity is taharah (also used as a synonym for
circumcision), and its opposite is defilement, najasah. There are two categories of
defilement, minor and major (Q al-Ma’idah 5:6).6

Minor defilement (hadath) is caused by the following activities:
¨ Passing wind, urine or faeces
¨ Vomiting
¨ Sleeping or losing consciousness (in which case some of the previous
activities might occur without the person being aware of them)
¨ Non-menstrual vaginal discharge, secretion from the penis

This verse (Q 5:7 in some translations) describes first the washing (wudu’) before salah prayer for minor defilement:
and then the requirement for purification (ghusl – full washing) for those in a state of janaba (major defilement). It also
details the tayammum cleaning with earth, if there is not water.
6
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¨ Touching women7
¨ Emission of blood or pus from the body,
¨ Touching one’s sexual organs
¨ Touching anything that is unclean: this includes urine, faeces, semen,
blood, vomit, pus, corpses; dogs and pigs; intoxicating drinks. For all
Shi’ites, non-Muslims are unclean,8 including People of the Book (Q AlTaubah 9:28).9
¨ Kilinc adds ‘Laughing aloud’ to the list of defiling activities (2011:50)

The person who becomes impure is prohibited from participation in ritual
prayer, from touching the Qur’an10 or going around the Ka’bah (sacred stone at
Mecca); and requires ritual washing11 (wudu’) to regain a state of purity. 12

7

From Q Al-Ma’idah 5:6.

The four sunni schools of law differ on this. Shafi’i agrees that just touching a woman breaks wudu’. Maliki and Hanbali
say that it is only if the touching is done with carnal intent: and the Hanafi school doesn’t agree that it breaks wudu’.
8

Dehqani-Tafti describes his family’s reaction after he became a Christian: “At home I was like one ‘unclean’, not

allowed to eat with them from the same dish. Yahya (older brother) especially adopted a strange procedure to mark
my ‘uncleanliness’. When prayer-time came he would bundle ‘clean’ garments under his arm and ostentatiously go and
change into them lest any contact of mine with him or his other clothes had contaminated him.” (2000:37)
9

Safran (2003) examines debates by Maliki scholars about whether Christians are polluting.

Some suggest that non-Muslims are banned from mosques (al-Taubah 9:17-18).
10
From al-Waqi’ah 56:78-79
11

Washing hands, feet, and face, and rinsing out the mouth, ears and nostrils before praying. This must be repeated

before each time of salah, unless nothing has occurred to defile the individual since their last ablution.
12

Douglas’s (1966) understanding of pollution as derived fundamentally from boundary

transgression (‘dirt is matter out of place’) has been challenged by recent writers as not being applicable in detail to
Sunni purity laws: see Gauvain’s discussion of Reinhart, Maghen and Katz’s work (2005). However al-Ghazali’s
[d.505/1111] explanation of the impurity of various body excretions supports Douglas’s general theory.
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The steps and order of wudu’ are carefully prescribed:
¨ Make intention, and say ‘Bismillah’ (‘In the name of God’).
¨ Wash hands to wrists, three times.
¨ Rinse mouth and nostrils out, each three times.
¨ Wash the whole face three times.
¨ Wash the arms to the elbow three times.
¨ Wipe the whole head once.
¨ Wipe the ears.
¨ Wash both feet to the ankles 3 times.

Image: supersavvymom.wordpress.com
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Wudu’ is required in order to do salah, or to go around the Ka’ba. And it is
desirable to do it before touching or reciting the Qur’an, before du’a (supplication),
going to bed to sleep, before each of the five daily prayers, even if your purity has
not been broken, and having intercourse with your spouse.

Major defilement (janabah) is incurred through
¨ Menstrual flow13
¨ Emission of sexual fluid
¨ Sexual intercourse
¨ Childbirth
¨ Post-birth bleeding
These preclude the person from salah, holding the Qur’an and
circumambulating the Kaa’ba, as with minor defilement; and also from fasting.
Some authorities hold that it also prohibits entering a mosque, and reciting the
Qur’an. It requires a complete bath (ghusl) to restore purity. Ghusl is also
recommended, but not mandatory, before entering Mecca for the hajj or minor
pilgrimage (‘umrah).

13

Qur’anic exegetes debate the place of Mary, mother of Jesus, and whether she had prophetic status. The purity given

to her by God was exceptional, and al-Razi implicates this with “the necessary absence of menstruation in Mary which
is also linked to her sinlessness.” (Rippin 2007:268)
Menstruation is linked with defilement in many different cultural and religious contexts. Within Christianity today, in
many Eastern churches menstruating women may not take communion or enter behind the iconostasis. Women in
contemporary indigenous African churches also face role restrictions on the basis of ritual purity (Crumbley 2003). De
Troyer et al (2003) discuss issues of bleeding and purity for women in Jewish and Christian traditions. Diamant’s (1998)
compelling narrative of Dinah’s story deals with defilement and fertility in the context of the Genesis records. Other
contributions on menstruation and pollution include Hoskins (2002) in Indonesia, Stewart & Strathem (2002) in Papua
New Guinea, and Churchill (1996) among Southeastern Indians in the USA.
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Dry ablution (Tayammum: washing with pure sand or dirt) is permissible when
there is no access to water, to substitute for wudu’ or ghusl. (Al-Nisa’ 4:43)

Muslim women and purity
I found the subject of ritual purity to be a frequent part of Muslim women’s
discussions in domestic gatherings, sandwiched among recipes and household
concerns, with its impact on their daily lives and religious practices.
Islam teaches the spiritual equality of men and women, equal in
reward/merits and punishment (al-thuwab wa al-‘uqab).
Verily the Muslims men and women, the believers men and women, the
men and the women who are obedient, the men and women who are
truthful, the men and the women who are patient, the men and women
who are humble, the men and the women who give alms, the men and
the women who fast, the men and women who guard their chastity and
the men and the women who remember God much, God has prepared
for them forgiveness and a great reward. (al-‘Ahzaab 33:35)14
Khattab comments that “In Islam, religious duties are to be performed by
men and women alike,” however “there are some differences in the ways in which
men and women are to go about performing these acts of worship, which sisters
need to be aware of.” (Khattab 1994:1) Among these differences is the practice of
purity. Gauvain, discussing the egalitarian nature of Sunni Islamic purity, notes,
“According to Sunni Islam, no human being is deemed purer than any other, and none

14

Further verses cited to support the fundamental equality of women and men in Islam include

al-‘Imraan 3:195, al-Nisaa’ 4:1, 124, al-Tuubah 9:71-2.
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- with the arguable exception of women - is isolated or disadvantaged in any way
through purity strategies.” (2005:350, italics added)
While both men and women need to be pure in order to complete their
religious duties, the conditions of purity apply differentially. Of the causes of major
defilement (listed above), four fifths (80%) apply to women15, and only two fifths
(40%) to men. Hence we may estimate that for at the very least of a quarter of their
lives between about thirteen and sixty years of age (menarche to menopause),
women are in a state of ritual pollution, and thus proscribed from participating in
pious duties described above. And that is for women who are not engaged at all in
sexual relations or childcare16. The daily activities of caring for young children
involve contact with defiling substances17.
Buitelaar notes that although “this only means that women are more often
impure but certainly not inherently more impure than men, in practice women tend
to be more strongly associated with impurity than men.” (2007:542; also Roded
2008:98-101) Al-Faisal links women’s imputed deficiency with fertility: "Women's
deficiency lies in the fact that she becomes pregnant, gives birth and menstruates.
This clearly means that motherhood is the cause of her deficiency! ... these writers

15

The impact of stringent rules of purity may be a partial explanation of the more prominent involvement of Muslim

women in rites of life passage, where restrictions of purity are less applicable than they are to rites of intensification
such as salah and Friday khutbah attendance.
16

Reflecting on Muslim women in China, Jaschok and Shui write: “Women… are faced with an in-built contradiction: in

order to be a good Muslim, they must be good wives and mothers. The Muslim’s duty of increasing her religious
knowledge to attain perfect faith, to attend to the daily duties of purification and praying, are in daily life at odds with
her inability to reconcile time-consuming domestic duties with the time-consuming task of learning, ablution and
prayer.” (2000:28)
17

The urine of a male child is also less impure than that of a female child: defilement is further gender-specific (Gauvain

2005: 354, Note 68).
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have forgotten to tell us whether we should deduce from all this that the barren
woman is more complete than the one that is fertile, and whether women who do
not menstruate are more complete than the other women." (1995:232-3)
The prohibition on pious practices during menstruation is linked to the
notable hadith about women’s deficiency in intelligence and religion:
Narrated Abu Said Al-Khudri: Once Allah's Apostle went out to the
Musalla (to offer the prayer) of 'Id-al-Adha or Al-Fitr prayer. Then he
passed by the women and said, "O women! Give alms, as I have seen
that the majority of the dwellers of Hell-fire were you (women)." They
asked, "Why is it so, O Allah's Apostle ?" He replied, "You curse
frequently and are ungrateful to your husbands. I have not seen
anyone more deficient in intelligence and religion than you. A cautious
sensible man could be led astray by some of you." The women asked, "O
Allah's Apostle! What is deficient in our intelligence and religion?" He
said, "Is not the evidence of two women18 equal to the witness of one
man?" They replied in the affirmative. He said, "This is the deficiency
in her intelligence. Isn't it true that a woman can neither pray nor fast
during her menses?" The women replied in the affirmative. He said,
"This is the deficiency in her religion." (al-Bukhari, Book #6, Hadith
#301; and Sahih-Muslim, Book #001, Hadith #0142)

18

al-Baqarah 2:282
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Shaykah Huda al-Habashi in Syria preferred to interpret the injunction
against praying and fasting during menstruation as God’s mercy, rather than
indicating women’s deficiency.
Now fasting and salah are tiring and exhausting and the woman during
her monthly period loses a lot of her blood and her time; and fasting
and even salah becomes extra exhausting, and so she isn’t ready to
pray and the blood which issues from her is unclean. But this matter is
to do with worshipping God, so during her menstruation she doesn’t
pray (Dale 2016:136).
Women have to determine whether they are in a state of impurity or not, according
to the conditions and length of their hayd (menstruation), and other factors (Anwar
2007:27; Philips 1995). A neighbour in Syria described how she had taken a pill to
avoid menstruating during Ramadan: however its impact on her body was severe
enough to dissuade her from doing it again. Like most Muslim women, she returned
to not observing the fast during her menstrual period, and making up the missed
days at another time of the year.19
Devout women will wear make-up and nail polish only for special occasions,
or when menstruating: as face make-up washes off with each ablution and must be
reapplied; and nail polish is viewed as a barrier between the water and the person,
preventing proper wudu’. As Wynn comments, “Thus piety is constructed and
enacted through bodily practices.” (2007:271)

19

Fasting outside the month of Ramadan, without the community participation and support, is more challenging

(Jansen 2007:274).
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Intricate details among the different schools of Islam, determined by
medieval male scholars, determine women’s practice of daily piety. Ahadith
collections include detailed sections on issues of impurity, as do collections of fatwa,
and multiple fiqh classes. There is careful enumeration of the various najasah, and of
the kinds of water offering different degrees of purity. And for women, there are
also scrupulous descriptions of what constitutes states of impurity and purity,
particularly with regard to degree and colour of menstrual flow and other bodily
emissions, detailed analysis of different conditions of discharge and what pious
practices are permitted in each condition.

Women religious teachers
Questions around details of bodily discharge are more easily discussed with other
women. Ghina Hammoud, a shaykhah in Lebanon, told an interviewer:
Sometimes the women have questions to do with menstruation, or
inter-menstrual or post-natal bleeding, on the issue of blood or
menses, and they are shy to ask men: and I have experience in this,
apart from the fiqh books. I have had menses or post-natal bleeding,
or been in a condition of janabah, and I can answer them, without
shyness, more than a man. Men sometimes get a bit embarrassed.
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Her students agreed:
I want to say that it’s really nice to listen to a shaykhah, because as a
woman she feels like I do, she feels for me. A woman’s emotions are
different to a man’s. A woman’s composition is not like that of a man.
God created each gender with specific composition and feeling. So
there are intimate things to do with women that I can only ask a
shaykhah, I’d be shy to ask a shaykh. This is the difference. I feel more
comfortable asking her questions, for example, on your menses, on
bleeding and childbirth, when to do salah, when to stop doing salah,
the things to do with religion (Maher 2010; also Minesaki 2012:396).
One of the benefits of the growth in female religious scholars and teachers is
that other women can ask them about such personal details without embarrassment
about debating such details in public (mixed gender) space where they don’t belong.
Women religious teachers can discuss issues of women’s intimate personal and
family life, bringing them into the centre of women’s teaching space (Jaschok
2012:43; LeRenard 2012:125). In doing so, they are able to combine their knowledge
of religious sources with their embodied understanding of daily life issues for
contemporary Muslim women’s lives, including intimate details pertaining to
religious practice.
With the wide-ranging debate and disagreement around defining the finer
details of taharah (purity) in traditional fiqh (jurisprudence),20 some negotiation

20

Maghen, as a generally sympathetic expositor, notes the “internal inconsistency and tortuous

abstruseness of tahara jurisprudence and the bewilderment it occasions even among its own
exponents,” leading us to join them in the conclusive phrase: “wa-Allahu a`lam!” - “and God knows best!” (1999:353-4)
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among different schools of opinion is possible on issues such as whether
menstruating women can recite some of the Qur’an,21and attend the mosque. 22
Shaykah Huda al-Habashi explained:
The woman, when she is menstruating, some of the (theological)
schools and sayings of the scholars prohibit her entering the masjid,
but some others say she can enter for essentials. So for me, coming to
learn is essential; for others, it’s not so essential that they always
come and they don’t safeguard learning sessions or worry too much
about them; such a person would say that she wouldn’t come during
her menses. But for those who are never absent and who safeguard
and follow (the sessions) with us, for such a one you could say that
coming to the mosque is essential. We don’t say to the girls to come;
neither do we tell them not to come: she needs to decide, it’s her
decision.23
A woman attending al-Habashi’s lectures told me that coming to the mosque
during one’s menstrual period depended partly on the time and whether men were
present or not, adding “some scholars say it is permitted and some say it isn’t, so

21

Philips cites al-Bukhari and Ibn Taymiya to support the position that a menstruating woman can recite a Qur’anic

verse (1995:16-17).
22

A commonly mentioned Hadith in the literature in support of menstruating women attending the mosque is: ‘A’ishah

said: The Messenger of Allah once told me to get his mat from the masjid and I said, “I am menstruating!” He replied,
“Your menses is not on your hands.” (Sunan Abu Dawud vol.1, no. 261 and Sahih Muslim vol.1, no. 587)
23

See Mahmoud’s discussion of how women in the da‛iya movement in Egypt use the ‘space of

disagreement among Muslim jurists,’ and her analysis of women’s involvement in the process of debate and
disagreement within the ‘pedagogical space of da`wa,’ around use of canonical sources (2005:88, 101-106). Also
Pemberton 2007:276.
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you choose what you think.” Another teacher corrected her comment: “It doesn’t
depend on the time or on the presence of men except if she means that in the time
of the Prophet there was no means to keep clean, but in our times we have more
than one means to keep ourselves and the mosque clean.” (Dale 2016:137) This
supports Maghen’s reading of impurity derived through the actual najasah (unclean
substance) coming in contact with the place or person (1999:379-82). In a contrary
ruling, an Australian mosque requires that all women in visiting groups not enter the
main (male) prayer space, rather than asking them individually whether or not they
are menstruating.
Ritual purity shapes the lives of Muslim women, determining what pious
practices they can carry out when. Access to female religious teachers offers
women the chance to learn the intricacies of regulations around purity and
defilement without embarrassment.

Judaism
There are both areas of overlap and also significant differences24 between codes of
purity in Judaism and Islam. Chapters 11-15 in the book of Leviticus offer the most
detailed description of purity rules in the Torah.25 The first half of chapter 11 deals
with clean and unclean foods which the Israelites may or may not eat. The second
half of chapter 11 (from verse 24) begins a lengthy discussion of conditions or
substances that render the worshipper unclean. They include:
¨ Corpses (11: also Numbers 11:19-22)
¨ Childbirth (12)

24

Gauvain 2005: 359.

25

See Tidball 2005:141-186 for a helpful detailed discussion of these chapters.
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¨ Skin eruptions (13)
¨ Spreading mould in clothing (13) or house walls (14)
¨ Penis discharge, and sexual intercourse (15)
¨ Menstruation or other vaginal bleeding (15)
DeSilva comments that “Defilement and unholiness separated people from
contact with the pure and whole God.” So blemished or deformed people could not
enter the sanctuary, and blemished or deformed animals could not be offered as a
sacrifice to God.26 DeSilva suggests that defilement or pollution derive from
conditions that show individuals’ ‘unwholeness’: this includes skin diseases, bodily
discharges and corpses (2000:248, 274).
Purity is regained by washing or by offering the stipulated sacrifice, and may
also include the lapse of time (unclean until evening or until the 8th day).
In both Judaism and Islam, emissions from the sexual organs are defiling.
And the state of purity required to enter a mosque or hold /read the Qur’an may find
parallel in passages such as Exodus 19:14-15, where ritual purity is required of the
community before the encounter with God that yields the Ten Commandments; and
Isaiah 6:5-7, where the prophet’s lips must be purified in his vision of God’s presence
and sending.
Although the laws of clean and unclean animals (Leviticus 11:1-23: also
Deuteronomy 14:1-21) are usually grouped with the other laws of purity, it is notable
that unlike the rest of the ritual purity laws, transgression of these edicts does not
include any process for purification. These food laws have to do with maintaining

26

He cites a quote from Plato’s ‘Laws’: “it is not right for either God or a good person to receive gifts from one who is

polluted.” (2000:248, note 12)
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community boundaries, limiting table fellowship with non-Israelites (so Daniel 1:8).
They ensure that the Israelites will be a people separate from the peoples around
them, separated to belong to God (Leviticus 20:25-6, see also 11:44-46). This is the
daily life enacting of separateness or segregation, which is also embodied in (male)
circumcision (Genesis 17:10-14: 1 Maccabees 1:15).27
So while eating unclean foods is forbidden, this does not incur cleansing
rituals of washing or sacrifice, suggesting a different dimension of uncleanness.
Neither are substances from the alimentary canal (faeces, urine) included in
substances that defile. Neither input nor output of food entail ritual purifying.

Ritual purity concerns in the New Testament
Gibson adduces archaeological evidence to suggest a preoccupation with purity
among Jews in the early first century CE. He points to the unprecedented number of
miqwa’ot (pools) to enable immersion for ritual purity, which were built in that time
in the basements of private dwellings. He also argues that the Bethesda and Siloam
Pools were built not to store rainwater for the city, but rather for the ritual
purification needs of the tens of thousands of non-residents who would arrive in
Jerusalem three times a year for the annual festivals (2009:64-80).
The same preoccupation fills the pages of the New Testament. The
Pharisees challenge Jesus and his disciples around questions of purity (Mt 15:2,
23:25ff, Mk 7:1-5, Lk 11:38f). Lepers are ‘cleansed’ rather than ‘healed’, reflecting
the Torah definitions of uncleanness: and are sent to complete the purification ritual
at the temple described in Leviticus (Mt 8:1-4, 10:8, 11:5, Mk 1:40ff, Lk 4:27, 5:12ff,
7:22, 13:11-14). ‘Unclean spirits’ is a synonym for ‘evil spirits’ or ‘demons’ (Mt 10:1,

27

Also deSilva 2000:257.
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12:43, Mk 1:23ff, 3:11, 6:7, 7:25, Lk 4:33, 36, 6:18, 9:42, 11:24, Acts 5:16, 8:7). And the
stories of the demoniac(s), Jairus’s daughter and the woman with a flow of blood
(Mt 8 & 9, Mk 5 and Lk 8), incorporate a number of categories of ritual uncleanness unclean spirits, tombs, Gentile territory and pigs, vaginal bleeding and a dead body.
So too the story of the Syrophonecian woman (Mt 15:22, Mk 7:24ff) combines
together the defilement types of Gentiles, Gentile territory and unclean spirits. The
centurion demonstrates his respect for Jesus and Jewish customs by not requiring
him to enter the centurion’s house (Mt 8:5ff, Lk 7:1ff). Other people who would have
been unclean for observant Jews include Samaritans (Lk 10:25ff, John 4), and tax
collectors and sinners (Mt 9:10ff, 11:19, Mk 1:15ff, Lk 19:7).28 And the story of the
Good Samaritan draws its tension further through issues of (seeming) corpses and
priestly purity requirements (Lk 10:25ff - Lev 21:1—6).
John’s Gospel shows the contemporary concern for purity in the description
of the large containers of ablution water, which is turned to wine (Jn 2:5ff). Jesus
washing the disciples’ feet in sacrificial servanthood is a ritual of enacted purity
that takes the place of the Communion meal described in the synoptic gospels. And
the discourse on the vine (Jn 15:1ff) talks in terms of us being pruned/cleaned
(kathairo) through Jesus’ word. John’s description of the events of the crucifixion
reflect Jewish concerns for purity, as Pilate comes out to see the Jewish leaders
rather than having them defile themselves on the eve of the Passover festival in

28

DeYoung comments that “Some religious leaders of Jesus’ day defined their ‘congregation’ by who was excluded from

membership. There were long lists of those who could not meet the definition. Such lists included women, Samaritans,
Gentiles, individuals with criminal records, anyone who was disabled or sick, tax collectors, and those considered
‘sinners.’ Also those with certain occupations were not counted as worthy: camel drivers, sailors, herdsmen, weavers,
tailors, barbers, butchers, physicians, businesspeople, and many others. The only people who qualified were healthy
males of pure Hebrew ancestry who held respectable jobs and followed all the laws of the religion.” (2003:16)
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coming into see him (Jn 18:28-9, 38; 19:13): and the leaders don’t want to leave the
corpses hanging on the cross over the Sabbath (Jn 19:31).
Purity rituals are also described. At the beginning of life, the circumcision of
John and of Jesus on the eighth day after their birth is a purification ritual, and
Jesus’ parents offer the required purification offering at the temple (Lk 1:59, 2:21:
Lk 2:22-24 - see Lev 12). 29 Paul knows he is likely to find a Jewish worshipping
community in Philippi beside the river, which gives easy access for ablutions30 (Acts
16:13). And in Acts 21:21-26, we see Paul undertaking the rites of purification, and
paying for others to do so.
The New Testament writers continue to use the language of purity and
defilement in describing the Messiah and what He has done. He is holy and undefiled
(Heb 7:26); and Peter tells the crowd that God did not let his Holy One experience
corruption (Acts 2:27- Ps 16:10). Salvation is described in terms of being sanctified /
purified (Titus 2:14, 1 Pet 1:2, 1 Cor 6:11, Heb 9:13-14, 9:22 - Lev 17:11, Heb 10:22).
Issues of purity and defilement were a major part of consciousness and
conversation for the early church.

Ritual and moral purity
There has been a tendency for western Christians, when confronted with ritual
purity laws, to discount them as insignificant, something that has been rescinded in
the New Testament. The description of the Leviticus purity chapters by one
commentator is perhaps extreme, but not uncharacteristic of the response of many
Bible students encountering Leviticus 11- 15: “These chapters are of course very

Commentators differ as to whether the intriguing ‘their’ purification in Luke 2:22 refers to Mary with Joseph, or Mary
and Jesus. The combination of purity rituals in Lev 12 would suggest the latter reading.
30
So also many mosques are built adjacent to rivers or canals.
29
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unattractive and in part decidedly repulsive. They are mainly of interest to the
anthropologist and sociologist. … (They are) meaningless and irrelevant…” (Davies
1962:120-121). While Levitical prescriptions may read strangely to western eyes
through the lens of a post-enlightenment separation of the physical and spiritual
worlds, they map more compellingly onto the worldview of Muslim and other nonwestern cultures, where issues of ritual purity remain central to daily life and
interactions. DeSilva reflects contemporary western thinking in his argument that
the Christian separation of moral purity from ritual/cultic law is based on the fact
that: “Christians claimed the Old Testament to be authoritative, yet regarded a
large portion of its legislation - the cultic law - to be irrelevant.” (2000:255)
What then is the response of Jesus’ and the New Testament writers to the
purity code of Leviticus? In Torah, cultic and moral purity were linked. Jesus’
response to the Pharisees’ questions about purity challenged their man-made
additions to the purity code of the Torah. At the same time, he affirmed a focus on
purity defined more particularly in terms of moral attitudes and behaviour (Mt
15:10ff, and especially Mk 7:15-19). We see this also in the epistles, describing
impurity in terms of moral unrighteousness (Rom 1:24, 6:19, 2 Cor 7:1, Gal 5:19,,Eph
4:19, 5:5, Col 3:5, 1 Thes 4:7, Rev 21:27): and purity or cleansing likewise in ethical
moral behaviour (2 Cor 6:6, Phil 1:10, 4:8, 1 Tim 4:12, 5:2, 2 Tim 2:21, 1 Pet 2:22).

Clean and unclean food
We find that a closer examination of New Testament teaching challenges an easy
dismissal of ritual purity laws. The specific purity rules that Jesus countermanded
are those rules ensuring separation between Israelites and others - the food laws of
Leviticus 11:1-23. These are the regulations that, with circumcision, were about
maintaining the purity of the nation among the surrounding peoples, rather than
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ritual purity before God. Most significantly, these are the regulations that did not
mandate a purification ritual if they were broken, suggesting that while they
described substances as unclean for eating, they were not in the same category of
defilement as those substances and conditions described in the subsequent text
(Lev 11:24-15:33). Mt 15:10ff and Mk 7:14 then are not to do with ritual purity and
defilement as much as they are about food laws that ensure communal separation.
And we see the same issue in Peter’s heavenly vision in Acts 10:9-16: the vision
about clean and unclean food is Peter’s preparation for his visit to a Gentile house
(Acts 10:28), and the subsequent baptism of that household in the Holy Spirit and
water, incorporating Gentiles into the nascent community of Christians.
The two most prominent issues that Paul returns to in his epistles are
circumcision and food laws/table fellowship, issues at the heart of the unity of the
new Body of Christ (Rom 14:14ff, 1 Cor 8:1ff, 10:25ff, Col 2:16ff, 1 Tim 4:3). The
separation of Jewish people, embodied in circumcision and laws of clean and unclean
food, was so deeply graven into Jewish thinking that it had to be dealt with again
and again. So despite Peter’s vision, Paul had to challenge him later in Antioch with
the essentialness of table fellowship (Gal 2:11ff). It is these purity markers of
Jewish separation from Gentiles that have been broken down in Christ at the cross
(Eph 2:11ff), initiating what Andrew Walls has described as ‘the Ephesians moment’
of reconciliation between the two groups (2002:72-81).31

31

DeSilva (2000:296) argues that the concern in the Torah for defilement through disruptions of the physical body is

paralleled in the New Testament in its concern for what disrupts relationships within the church as the body of Christ
(2 Cor 12:20-21, 2 Tim 2:21-23 are examples of lists of sins of the physical body and of relationships).
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Ritual purity through Christ Jesus
What then are we to do with the rest of the Torah purity code, its prohibitions and
its requirements for ritual washing or sacrifice? Have they been annulled in the New
Testament? But Jesus does not deal in annulment or abrogation of the Torah and
the Prophets, but rather in fulfilment (Mt 5:17). Instead, in Jesus, we see contagion
reversed, and purity fulfilled.
As Jesus comes into contact with situations or substances that are defiling,
we see that, rather than defilement being contagious, through Jesus, purity
becomes contagious. He touches lepers and is not defiled, but the lepers are
cleansed. He touched dead bodies and does not become unclean, rather the corpses
come back to life. Encountering the holiness of God Incarnate, unclean spirits are
cast out, and a bleeding woman is healed. He sits with sinners and is not polluted,
but sinners and Gentiles are invited into repentance and a life of faith and holiness.
The New Testament is not a denial of ritual purity but a reversal of direction:
impurity is not passed on to Jesus, but rather purity is transmitted from him.32
The sacrificial system in the Torah finds its fulfilment in the sacrifice of
Christ, once and for all. It has not been annulled but rather completed, for once the
sacrifice of Christ has been made, there is no need or place for any further sacrifice.
In the same way the purity code in the Torah finds its fulfilment in Jesus. Entrance
into God’s community under the old covenant was through (male) circumcision,
which was described in terms of purity. Entrance into God’s community in the new
covenant in Christ is through baptism, again a ritual of purity (a ritual of inclusion

32

We see a suggestion of holiness as contagious in the Old Testament in Ezekiel 44:19 and 46:20. A parallel may be the

way in which the mission of Israel is primarily attractive or centripetal in the Old Testament, but the direction is
reversed and the mission of the Church is increasingly outgoing or centrifugal in the New Testament.
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equally for women and men). In his death Christ became unclean, by being crucified,
in order to purify us by his own blood (Heb 13:11-13 - Dt 21:22f). So as we are
baptised into the blood of Christ’s atoning death (Eph 5:26; Tit 2:14, Heb 1:3, 7-9,
7:26, 9:13-14, 10:19, 1 Pet 1:19, 1 Jn 1:7-9, Rev 7:14), ritual purity, with its
requirements of washing and sacrifice, is completed. It has not been annulled:
rather, once we have been baptised there is no need or place for any further
purification ritual in order to approach God in prayer, in the gathering place of His
community, or in receiving His Word. The purity requirements have been completely
fulfilled - not by our acts of ritual purification, but by what Jesus has done.

Implications
How as Christians do we respond now to questions of ritual purity?
The Eastern Orthodox churches retain some tenets regarding ritual purity in
relation to women. While these may differ in detail among different Orthodox
churches (as among Sunni schools), menstruating women usually do not join in
taking the Eucharist.33 Either women generally or menstruating women in particular
do not enter behind the iconostasis to the inner area behind, where the consecrated
Eucharist is contained. These churches continue to hold to a (albeit reduced) code of
ritual purity. Women in some contemporary indigenous African and Asian churches
also face role restrictions on the basis of ritual purity (Crumbley 2003).
In contemporary western churches ritual purity is generally excluded, with a
focus purely on moral purity. It is assumed and even taught that ritual pollution is
unimportant and irrelevant: issues of ritual purity and pollution have no place within
the new Covenant. However this position does not explain on what basis the ritual

33

Some Middle Eastern Protestant women followed the same restrictions regarding Communion.
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purity code no longer applies: or why (western) Christianity differs not only from
nearly every other faith with regard to issues of purity and pollution, but also from
Judaism from which it came.
Both positions underrate the presence and action of Jesus Christ in regard to laws
of ritual purity and pollution. Jesus is present and powerful now through the Holy
Spirit, as in his incarnation, to reverse the contagious direction of defilement. And it
is through the ritual washing of baptism into Christ that the Christian is completely
purified once and for all to participate in every act of piety.
How then do we respond to our Muslim friends when they discuss questions
of ritual purity and its implications in daily life and pious practices? When their
whole life has been defined by practices of purity in approaching God, are we to say
that it no longer matters: purity is only concerned with the heart and not with bodily
rituals? A closer reading of the New Testament suggests otherwise.
Rather, we can affirm with our Muslim friends that purity matters, and
matters ultimately in approaching God. The Good News is that as we come to
Christ, His purity is so contagious that we are purified, healed, given new life. In
baptism into Christ we are so completely purified once and for all that we are
always in a state of ritual purity, able to fast, to pray and to read Christ’s cleansing
Word.
Romans 8:1-2 encourages us that there is no condemnation for those who are
in Christ Jesus, for the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus sets us free from the
law of sin and death that bound us. When we read the stories such as those in Mark
5 and Luke 8, stories dealing with unclean spirits, tombs, pigs, Gentiles, a bleeding
woman and a dead body, they tell us of purity and defilement. If the epistle to the
Romans tells us how we are set free from condemnation, these narratives tell us
about how we are set free from defilement. As we hear them, we realise that
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whatever condition of defilement we are in - whether from what we have done, or
from what others have done to us - however impure we feel - we can be absolutely
assured that there is no defilement from which Christ does not wholly purify and set
us free.
And this is Good News indeed.
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In sickness and in health:

The significance of purity in health care discussions with
Muslim women

Emma
The connection between beliefs and health is a complex but well recognized
relationship. Hayden in her book Introduction to Health Behaviour Theory (2014)
states that ‘health behaviour includes all those things that we do that influence our
physical, mental, emotional, psychological, and spiritual selves’. She goes on to
remind us that socioeconomic status, skills, culture, beliefs, attitude, values,
religion and gender all influence our health behaviour highlighting the complex
interplay of beliefs and health behaviour.
To understand how Muslim women approach matters of health and sickness
we need to better understand some of the beliefs that influence their health
behaviours. In this article we will focus on those beliefs relating to matters of
purity and some key moments when purity beliefs may influence health behaviour.
This article is a combination of anecdotal experience as a health worker living
amongst Muslim women in Indonesia and a review of some of the relevant health
literature. It aims to be helpful to both the health professional seeking to offer
better health care to Muslim women as well as the numerous lay women who
regularly have healthcare based discussions with Muslim women. It’s important to
note that these observations arise from the Indonesian context where both adat
(cultural customs and law often connected with animistic beliefs) and religion (> 85%
Islam) have significant influence.
Women in particular experience a whole range of unique health challenges
including those relating to themselves as well as the burden of making health
decisions for their children. Health challenges for Muslim women which may be
connected to issues of purity include those relating to female genital cutting (FGC),
menstruation, contraception, pregnancy, breastfeeding, sexual health, family
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violence and vaccination. This article does not seek to analyse in detail the different
opinions surrounding each of these issues but rather sheds light on 5 moments in
the health journey of women where purity may be significant.

1. Physical cleanliness
Personal hygiene and environmental cleanliness is important in preventing a range
of illnesses. The issue of personal hygiene is central to daily life for women in
Indonesia. The child health book that women receive from the local health centre
reminds them to bathe their children twice a day and change their clothes after
playing outside. Questions such as ‘have you washed?’ are acceptable between
friends and strangers alike. In a tropical climate this emphasis on personal hygiene
is logical but after some time it’s clear that outward cleanliness seems to have
spiritual ramifications. Women have told me that bad spirits live in dirty things and
they spend considerable time and money on keeping their family physically clean.
I’ve sat through women’s meetings where the speakers have shared elaborate and
expensive methods to keep the vagina clean and its role in preventing cervical
cancer while hardly mentioning more proven methods of preventing this form of
cancer.
Health practitioners working amongst Muslim women will therefore find little
obstruction to recommending hygiene practices such as hand washing and dental
hygiene but might discover other hygiene practices are performed that are not
scientifically backed but are of religious importance. Health professionals need to
be aware that bodily fluids such as urine, faeces, semen, pus, blood, breast milk and
vomit are considered haram and that contamination of skin or clothes by these
fluids require different actions. The universal medical precautions implemented by
health professionals in handling bodily fluids and the management of accidental
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exposure combined with an awareness that these fluids may require action by the
women before she prays, is important.
For those working amongst Muslim women it is important to understand the
social and religious pressures to be physically clean. Bhat and Qureshi (2013)
explain how the Quran provides guidelines for personal hygiene and how these are
requirements for acceptable worship. While many women find these laws helpful
some friends have commented that an obsession with physical cleanliness can be
distracting as well. Followers of Jesus can reflect on several occasions when he
also expressed frustration and even anger when religious teachers burdened the
people with laws rather than focusing on matters of the heart. In Matthew 23: 2528 Jesus suggests that it’s purity of the heart that matters most.
“Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You clean the
outside of the cup and dish, but inside they are full of greed and self-indulgence.
Blind Pharisee! First clean the inside of the cup and dish, and then the outside also
will be clean. “Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You
are like whitewashed tombs, which look beautiful on the outside but on the inside
are full of the bones of the dead and everything unclean. In the same way, on the
outside you appear to people as righteous but on the inside you are full of hypocrisy
and wickedness.
While physical cleanliness is indeed beneficial Muslim and Christian women can
encourage one another to concentrate on the attitude of the heart.

2. Designed for sexual purity
Many women around the world struggle with sexually transmitted infections (STI’s),
infertility and cervical cancer. These health challenges and their relationship to
sexual behaviour take on extra meaning for women seeking to live under Islamic law.
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Bennet and Davies (2015) note that premarital or extramarital sex is forbidden for
both men and women according to the Quran but there is obvious discrepancy in the
social regulations and reality in Indonesia. The reality is that woman are generally
considered more responsible for maintaining sexual purity and men are allowed
relative sexual freedom. Unmarried women who have lost their virginity experience
significant social shaming and are labelled derogatory terms such as ‘bad’, ‘broken’,
‘cheap’, ‘easy’ and ‘rotten’. It is not surprising that they would seek to hide such
things from friends and health professionals. On the other hand men rarely receive
such social shaming. According to Bennett and Davies, Indonesian women connect
sexual purity with gaining a good spouse and a sense of self-worth, and fear divine
retribution for their sexual sins.
While sexual purity is indeed to be encouraged, the assumption that all
Muslim women are virgins until married can sometimes cause issues in health care
access and treatment. Bennett and Davies (2015) comment that unmarried women
of all ages in Indonesia sometimes feel marginalised in areas of women’s health as
they face structural and social barriers to obtaining adequate health information
and care. In addition the 15 percent of Indonesian women who struggle with
infertility may not be fully investigated because according to one doctor ‘If you
suggest an STI test, it’s like you are accusing the wife of being unclean or accusing
the husband of being unfaithful’. Bennet and Davies (2015) comment that ‘concerns
over sexual morality and social status cloud the way that doctors and patients
interact, meaning the role of sexually transmissible infections (STIs) in causing
infertility is rarely discussed’.
How can we better serve our Muslim friends and patients who may be struggling
with the physical and spiritual effects of sexual immorality of either themselves or
their partner? As medical practitioners we can provide a safe and confidential
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environment to express their hurts and fears. As friends we can relate to their
struggles for purity and remind them of a God who while judging our sins also offers
us a way to be pure in his sight. The story of Jesus and the women caught in
adultery is helpful for us all (John 8:1-11). The Pharisees and teachers of the law
wanted to stone her but Jesus instructed them “Let any one of you who is without
sin be the first to throw a stone at her.” And when they appeared he asked her
‘Woman, where are they? Has no one condemned you?’ “No one, sir,” she said. “Then
neither do I condemn you,” Jesus declared. “Go now and leave your life of sin.”

3. Contraception and menstrual issues
The regulation of menstruation and fertility concerns women for most of their adult
lives. In Indonesia decisions regarding the number and spacing of children is made
on many grounds not least religion, government policy and socioeconomic factors.
Interestingly the government’s policy of ‘2 children is enough’ has been largely
adopted despite strong clerical opposition (Webster, 2013). As a result women who
already have 2 children are strongly encouraged to use contraception and
frequently experience a lack of autonomy in making these contraceptive decisions.
The choice is often made by the health care practitioner and requires the consent of
the husband. While many women are resigned to this situation each contraceptive
influences the menstrual bleeding pattern in different ways and therefore has
implication for a women’s purity.
Medical practitioners familiar with counselling women on contraceptive options
based on the effectivity, convenience, side effects and risks of the various options
may not always be aware of how the bleeding patterns effect a women’s right to
pray. Various rules dictate whether a women who is experiencing menstrual
bleeding is allowed to pray or not and the woman may question whether the
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bleeding she is experiencing is considered normal menstrual flow or not. The
requirements for purity and the burden of irregular menstrual bleeding may be a
source of physical, psychological, social, financial and spiritual burden for Muslim
women. The significance of Jesus healing the woman who had been bleeding for 12
years in Luke 8 takes on additional meaning when we imagine that every facet of her
life had been affected by this bleeding.

4. Female Genital Cutting
The estimate of numbers of females who have undergone Female Genital Cutting
(FGC) in Indonesia differ according to source but range from 49%-92%. Current
research suggests Type 434 is the most common type but other more severe forms
do occur (Patel and Roy, 2016). This practice is influenced by tradition, culture,
religion and social pressure and is largely an unspoken practice. Male circumcision is
a common topic of conversation but it took 3 years and my initiating the
conversation for women to discuss FGC. Whether due to embarrassment or lack of
information they were unable to explain why their parents chose to have them
undergo FGC. According to Patel and Roy (2016) reasons include stabilising a
female’s libido prior to marriage, enhancing marriage relations, guaranteeing
healthy and clean genitals and becoming a better Muslim. Some parents believe
that their daughter’s prayers, fasting and charity will not be received by God if they

34 Type 1: Often referred to as clitoridectomy, this is the partial or total removal of the clitoris and/or the prepuce.
Type 2: Often referred to as excision, this is the partial or total removal of the clitoris and the labia minora, with or
without excision of the labia majora.
Type 3: Often referred to as infibulation, this is the narrowing of the vaginal opening through the creation of a
covering seal.
Type 4: This includes all other harmful procedures to the female genitalia for non-medical purposes, e.g. pricking,
piercing, incising, scraping and cauterizing the genital area.
Source: www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs241/en/
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are not circumcised. An uncircumcised woman although considered unclean is rarely
the topic of conversation due to the relatively secret nature of the practice.
Regulations from the Indonesian Health Council have at times allowed and at
other times prohibited the procedure causing confusion about its legality. Some
families have preferred FGC be performed by a traditional healer due to its religious
association and thus avoided professional medical involvement (Patel and Roy,
2016). It is important that medical professionals and women who have Muslim
friends seek to understand the significance and motivations behind FGC and
encourage the ideals that are indeed praiseworthy. Sexual purity and health,
positive marriage relationships and worship pleasing to God are topics that can be
explored. With significant international efforts being made to oppose FGC it is
worth both being aware of the largely silent movement and the resources available
to address such practices.

5. Vaccination decisions
Many Muslim women in Indonesia seem aware that there is debate about whether
vaccinations are halal or not. In 2017 an outbreak of diphtheria affected hundreds
of children who were mostly unvaccinated or poorly vaccinated with some health
professionals attributing the decline in vaccination to rising religious objections
(CNN Indonesia, 2017). Women continue to receive conflicting advice about whether
vaccinations are permitted or not, which ones are halal, and thus feel the burden of
making vaccination decisions which will affect the purity of their children.
Currently the main concern is about pig products being present in certain
vaccinations.
Medical professionals seeking to guide these women need to acknowledge
the burden of such decisions and have reliable sources of medical information
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accessible on the components in the vaccinations we offer. As mothers seeking to
raise children in relationship with God we can also relate to our friends’ desire for
children to live in purity. Sheik and Gatrad (2004) in ‘Caring for Muslim Patients’
suggest that the Quran is focused on the state of the heart and we need to
remember our true purpose, the transience of this life and the reward for those who
remain steadfast and pure. Jesus explained it to his disciples in this way:
“Don’t you see that nothing that enters a person from the outside can
defile them? For it doesn’t go into their heart but into their stomach,
and then out of the body.” (In saying this, Jesus declared all foods
clean.) He went on: “What comes out of a person is what defiles them.
For it is from within, out of a person’s heart, that evil thoughts come—
sexual immorality, theft, murder, adultery, greed, malice, deceit,
lewdness, envy, slander, arrogance and folly. All these evils come from
inside and defile a person.”
As we seek to raise children in a world full of evil we need to recognise and
emphasise the importance of the heart.

Summary
It is important as friends and professionals living amongst Muslim women that we
attempt to understand the beliefs and values that influence their health decisions
and behaviours. Beliefs around purity and its spiritual ramifications are just one
example. It goes without saying that all Muslim women are not the same and to
best care for our friends and patients we need to learn from them. While some
women feel burdened by rules around purity others may be grateful for such
guidance in their pursuit of relationship with God. We must remember that David
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cried out in Psalms ‘Oh how I love your law! I meditate on it all day long.’ (119:97).
While we experience a freedom knowing that we are forgiven and pure not because
of what we do but because of what God has done through Jesus we need to
appreciate how for others the observance of law may provide for them a sense of
certainty.
For medical professionals who seek to care for Muslim women it is essential
we provide a safe environment for sharing, that we seek to understand the
motivations behind their decisions and have an awareness of how women’s physical
health might impact their spiritual lives and vice versa. While many of their health
practices are in line with modern health advice others such as FGC are doubtful or
even harmful. When women believe that those practices have a scientific basis it
may be necessary to direct them to reliable sources of information on the matter.
Sheik and Gatrad (2004) in ‘Caring for Muslim Patients’ explain that according to the
Quran spiritual ill health is more important than physical ill health. The Christian
health professional would undoubtedly agree with this and should be encouraged to
have a holistic view of health when dealing with Muslim women.
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Biblical purity and worldview:
Understanding and living our story

Katherine Smith

Biblical purity and worldview: Understanding and living our story
Distinguishing between purity and impurity is part of everyday life for the Muslim
and the Christian; the outworking of this though could not be more different. When
menstruating, for example, a Christian woman can read her Bible and take part in
worship gatherings, yet a Muslim woman cannot even touch her Qur'an or pray. This
disparity is a practical outworking of divergent beliefs about purity and impurity. If,
as Christian women, we wish to build relationships with Muslim women for whom
remaining clean and pure is an everyday challenge, then understanding biblical
purity and how this is part of our story is critical, since purity is part of their story
too. To this end, the majority of this article will explore purity and impurity in Islam
and then within the biblical story. We will focus on the purity law codes of Leviticus
and how this continues into the New Testament. However, it is necessary first to
talk about how ritual relates to belief and worldview, since ritual is central to both a
Muslim and Christian view of purity.

1. Ritual, worldview and story
Western Christians, especially those who align themselves to a 'low church'
tradition, often perceive ritual to be a series of empty, barren, actions that have
little bearing or relevance to ordinary life. However, ritual is not at all lifeless.
Ritual, by its very nature, is a means of communication. While ritual anthropologists
from both Western and Islamic cultures may disagree about how ritual
communicates, there is consensus that ritual conveys the worldview of the culture
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and/or religion in which it is embedded.35 For example, while anthropologists such as
Catherine Bell, Clifford Geertz, and Roy Rappaport, disagree about the purpose and
meaning of the symbolic in the ritual process, each affirms that ritual conveys
information about universal order. Turner and Geertz agree that ritual
communicates a particular understanding of 'the general order of existence'.36
Similarly, Bell argues that ritual articulates the 'socio-cosmic order', which is
'the way things really are and ought to be.'37 While Rappaport differentiates
between the self-referential and canonical messages of ritual, he establishes that
the canonical message transcends the participants' immediate context and
represents the general, enduring, or even eternal aspects of universal orders'.38
Moreover, Bell, Rappaport, and Geertz, observe that ritual does not merely
communicate a culture's understanding of universal order; ritual may also shape a
society's view of the world, as well.39 Ritual communicates beliefs about how the
world is ordered and so conveys the worldview of the culture and/or religion.
If ritual is embedded in a particular worldview, and so communicates
particular beliefs about universal order, then the scriptures that are normative for
that worldview are significant also. For the Muslim, the Qur'an is the record of the

35

N.B. Worldview in this paper will refer to 'The way a people interpret reality and events, including how they see

themselves in relation to the world around them.' G. Bailey and J. Peoples, Essentials of Cultural Anthropology (Belmont,
CA: Wadsworth, 2013), 34.
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C. Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: selected essays (London: Hutchinson, 1975), 90. Turner argues that ritual

describes the order of existence, while Geertz argues for a dynamic process where ritual does not merely communicate
where society and ritual shape the other. See Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures, 119, 146; V. Turner, The Ritual
Process: Structure and Anti-Structure (Middlesex: Penguin, 1974), 51- 58.
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C. Bell, Ritual: Perspectives and Dimensions (Oxford: Oxford, 2010), 137, 141.
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R. Rappaport, Ritual and Religion in the Making of Humanity (Cambridge: Cambridge, 1999), 53.
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revelation of Allah to Mohammed and its purpose is to guide 'those who are mindful
of God' in the way of the five pillars of Islam (Qur'an 2:2-5, 121; 10:37). For the
Christian, the Bible is our story that begins with a sovereign creator who, by his
command, causes the heavens and the earth to come into being. Bartholomew and
Goheen state about the Bible, 'It functions as the authoritative Word of God for us
when it becomes the one basic story through which we understand our own
experience and thought, and the foundation upon which we base our decisions and
our actions.'40 Herein lies a significant difference between the Muslim and the
Christian. Whereas the Qur’an for the Muslim is as a guidebook, the purpose of the
Bible for the Christian is for the believer to be so entrenched in their story that
their view of the world is shaped and formed by it. It is true though that the
scriptures of both Christianity and Islam articulate beliefs that form and shape
their worldviews; in turn, their rituals communicate and articulate these beliefs and
so emerge as expressions of their stories.
So ritual, worldview, and story, are intrinsically bound. As we seek to
understand both Islamic and biblical purity laws, we do so with the understanding
that each set of purity laws are an expression of a worldview that is shaped by the
scriptures and core texts of each faith community. Purity laws entail ritual and thus
communicate an aspect of the worldview to which the purity laws belong.

40

C. G. Bartholomew and M. W. Goheen, The Drama of Scripture: finding our place in the biblical story (Grand Rapids, MI.,

Baker, 2004), 21.
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2. Purity and the Islamic worldview
Human cleanliness and purity in Islam reflects the nature of the world as created by
Allah and the character of God who is pure. How the Qur'an begins is indicative of
the Islamic worldview (Qur'an 1:1-7),
In the name of God, the Lord of Mercy, the Giver of Mercy! Praise
belongs to God Lord of the Worlds, the Lord of Mercy, the Giver of
Mercy, Master of the Day of Judgment. It is You we worship; it is You
we ask for help. Guide us to the straight path: the path of those You
have blessed, those who incur no anger and who have not gone
astray.'41
In the above, the repetition of 'the Lord of Mercy, the Giver of Mercy'
emphasises the fundamental belief that Allah is merciful, but only towards those
who submit to his will. Moreover, the orientation of the Muslim is towards the 'Day
of Judgment'. The Qur'an begins not with the beginning of world order, but
proclaims God as the 'Master of the Day of Judgment' where human history will
culminate and God will call all to account who have done good and bad. The good is
characteristic of those who are on the blessed path, which is the 'straight path'.
Only those who are pure can be part of the straight path and, if God chooses to be
merciful, will be rewarded with eternity in Paradise (Qur'an 2:25, 19:96 3:15-17; 9:7172; 30:30; 53:32). However, those who have not submitted to the will of God will
suffer God's anger on the Day of Judgment (Qur'an 2:8-19, 39; 7:40-41; 53:30-31).

41

All references to the Qur'an in this paper are from The Qur'an, trans. M. A. S. Abdel Haleem, Oxford: Oxford, 2005.
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Although the Qur'an begins with an orientation towards the Day of
Judgment, as noted above, they view the world as created by God who is sovereign
over all domains (worlds) of creation (Qur'an 2:29, 163-164; 7:54; 10:3-4; 30:8, 27).
Islam understands the world as created both good and pure and world order still
reflects this original state of creation. So humans are born with the innate
disposition of the ‘straight’ path of religion (Qur'an 30:30). This disposition has the
capacity to believe that God is the one true Lord of all being (Qur'an 2:222). The goal
of a human is to keep their heart in this original state of purity so that the heart is
receptive to belief and be prepared for God's blessing. Within Islam, being deceived
by the present life leading to unbelief is the most heinous offence to God (Qur'an
35:36-37, 39:71-72, 40:10). 'Filth' that causes the heart to be impure is a result of
evil actions and bad speech (Qur'an 39:51).
However, spiritual purity is not the only condition for blessing, but
cleanliness as well. The Qur'an 2:222 states unambiguously, 'God loves those who
turn to Him, and He loves those who keep themselves clean'.42 For Islam, cleanliness
is the most fundamental principle of creation. Physical dirt and grime is in
opposition to this state and so humans must strive to be physically clean so that in
turn they can pursue spiritual purity (Qur'an 74:3-7; Sahih Muslim 2:436). Physical
cleanliness and spiritual purity are not separate endeavours, but rather physical
cleanliness is the first step to being spiritually pure (Qur'an 5:6; Sahih Muslim 2:475).
For this reason, a central teaching of Islam is that 'cleanliness is half of faith' (Sahih
Muslim 2:432). Faith is belief, internalised in the heart and confessed verbally, and
good works where a Muslim hopes to receive God's grace by obedience to God's

42

This statement is made in Qur'an 2:222 in the context of how a man can approach his wife after she is cleansed from
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commands (Qur'an 2:177, 207-208; 5:8-9). A significant part of these good works,
therefore, are the two rituals of purification: the wudu' and the ghusl. The wudu' is
for minor impurity and involves eight stages of washing (Sahih Muslim 2:436).
Performing wudu' in mindful devotion will expiate sin done between prayers (Sahih
Muslim 2:437, 438, 444). Unless a Muslim mindfully performs the wudu', she cannot
pray or touch the Qur'an. The ghusl is then a complete bath, which is required for
major defilement, and recommended for every Muslim at least once a week to
maintain a state of cleanliness and purity, and so be in a state to gain God's pleasure
(Qur'an 9:108; Sahih al-Bukhari 5:289, 11:6). The goal of purification, both for the
wudu' and the ghusl, is to remove all impurity (both physical and spiritual), so that
the heart can absorb belief. For this reason, purification is necessary before prayer
because prayer is for the favour and pleasure of God and is the physical sign of the
believer's submission to God's will (Qur'an 5:6-7; Sahih Muslim 2:433, 435). Although
the human pursuing cleanliness and purity does so for God's favour, God is not
compelled to act in grace or mercy. However, a condition of being a recipient of
God's mercy is belief and purity (Qur'an 3:31; 28:67; 35:18; 42:26). Only those who
exemplify these characteristics will be in paradise and live in the garden eternally
(Qur'an 2:82; 3:15-17; 7:42; 53:39-41; Sahih Muslim 2:451). Thus, for the Muslim, to
be in a state of uncleanness and impurity is to be in a state opposed to God, and thus
separated from the means to gain his favour, since she is unable to participate in
works that outwardly demonstrate her submission. Therefore, the Muslim woman
must make the distinction between what is clean-pure and unclean-impure in
everyday life, so that she can protect her disposition of purity and participate in
works of submission because the 'Lord is the final goal.' (Qur'an 53:42; see also 2:46,
31:22, 53:42). There are, however, some causes of uncleanness outside of a woman's
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control, such as menstruation and childbirth. The purification rituals, in these two
instances the ghusl, must be performed so that she is restored to a state of purity.
As we progress to the next section exploring purity and impurity within the
Christian worldview, worth keeping in mind is a point of similarity, which is that the
everyday task of the Muslim or the Christian is making distinctions between what is
pure and impure because to be in a state of impurity is to be separated from God or
the path of his favour and pleasure. However, a key difference will also be
noticeable. Where the physically clean and the spiritually pure are the one and the
same in Islam, the physically (ritually) pure is analogous for ethical purity in the
worldview of the Torah.

3. Ritual purity and the Torah's worldview
Purity within the Hebrew worldview represents wholeness of relationship with their
God, YHWH. Fundamental to this understanding of ritual purity is the identity of
YHWH. The Torah's narrative identifies YHWH as the all-sovereign creator whose
creative purpose is establishing universal order, whether that be order that binds
the domain and function of the various spheres of creation or whether it be
relational order between God and humanity, God and creation, creation and
humanity, and within humanity (Gen. 1:1-2:3, 2:4-25). The reason why the world is
not the way it ought to be is due to humanity desiring and attempting to grasp
wisdom that belongs to the domain of God (Gen. 3:1-8).43 This act of humanity
fractured created relational order and God's response of curse strengthened the
consequences of this disorder (Gen. 3:8-19). Thus, not wishing for his creation to

43

See also V. P. Hamilton, The Book of Genesis: chapters 1-17 (Grand Rapids, MI.: Eerdmans, 1990), 165; B. K. Waltke,

Genesis: a Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI.: Zondervan, 2001), 86.
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continue in a corrupted state, YHWH chooses and redeems a nation to belong solely
to him in a covenant relationship where he will begin restoring relational order (Ex.
19-24). Israel understood itself to be a covenant community whose suzerain is the
creator-redeemer, YHWH.44 While Israel believed that YHWH bound himself in
covenant relationship with them, he is not constrained to a place or to a particular
people. As sovereign creator, he has a heavenly sanctuary, but this sanctuary is to
have a physical representation in the midst of his people (Ex. 25:8-9, 35-40), which is
purposefully mobile (Ex. 40:36-38). This physical representation of the heavenly
sanctuary, the tabernacle, is to be in the midst of Israel as a declaration that he is
their God-king and they are his people under a theocracy (Ex. 20-24, 25:8-9, 40:3438).
A critical dimension of this worldview is the holiness of YHWH in that he is
utterly complete and whole in his being and so is set apart in this utter
completeness. Thus, the place that represents the presence of this holy God within
his people must also be holy, in that the place needs to be set apart for a purpose,
namely for God's self-revelation (e.g. Ex. 3-4, 19:1-24, 40:34-38; Lev. 1:1-2). For this
reason, there is a requirement for an individual or nation to acknowledge in action,
and thus in ritual, that they are approaching a holy place where God is present. For
example, Moses had to take off his sandals as an acknowledgment that he has
stepped onto holy land (Ex. 3:5-6), or boundaries being established between Israel
and God's presence on Sinai with the people washing and abstaining from sexual
activity (Ex. 19:10-24). Every action in these instructions is for the purpose of
setting apart the people to meet with a holy God in a holy place. Moreover, only
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those God invites into his presence can approach him since God's holiness is
dangerous. This is evident by the fact that the people need to be warned not to
break through the barriers in Exodus 19:20-23 otherwise the people will perish.
When the elders of Israel feast in God's presence in 24:11, God restrains his hand
from acting against them. Thus, the danger of proximity to God's holiness can be
restrained when there is obedience; or, to express this negatively, when there is
disobedience and rebellion, God no longer restrains his hand, and death ensues (Ex.
32:1-10, 26-29). A question this raises is how a holy God can be present in his
tabernacle in the midst of a rebellious nation.
The purpose of the tabernacle was made possible by the institution of a
purity system, which is set out in Leviticus (see 10:10, 11:1-15:33). This system has
two binary pairs: first, the holy and the common and second, the impure and the
pure (Lev. 10:10). The first binary pair, the holy and the common, are states of being.
The 'common' describes the normal state from which a person or people, an animal,
or an object, can be set apart as 'holy' for a particular purpose.45 The second binary
pair, the impure and pure, are conditions that can affect the two states (i.e. the first
binary pair).46 A purpose of ritual in Leviticus is to teach the Israelites how to
navigate the distinction within the binary pair of impurity and purity so that they
can maintain their status as a holy people (e.g. 11:47, 14:57). Moreover, how a
particular state comes into contact with one of the two conditions affects the
status of the individual and the nation in the land. If the common is pure or the holy

45

See also J. W. Watts, Leviticus 1-10 (HCOT; Leuven: Peeters, 2013), 540; G. W. Wenham, Leviticus (NICOT; Grand
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is pure, then there is completeness and life. However, if impurity defiles the pure,
there is a consequence of disorder. More dramatically though, if impurity defiles and
profanes the holy, then the consequence is death and exile. If we understand the
tabernacle in the camp to be a microcosm of the temple in the land, then where
YHWH is present among his people is to be both holy and pure, while the rest of the
land can be common and pure, and God's people are to be pure in their holy state. If
the holy and the common are in a pure condition, then there is order and life in the
land, but if impurity defiles the land or YHWH's presence, then death and exile is the
consequence. Therefore, for an Israelite, being in a condition of ritual impurity
represents disorder and separates the Israelite from approaching God. The purpose
of ritual is to restore the Israelite or the nation to a condition of purity and thus
wholeness of relationship, so that there is access to God's presence and thus life.

4. Ritual purity and Leviticus 11-15
This view of purity and impurity is implied within the whole of Leviticus, however the
most explicit instruction about ritual purity is in Leviticus 11-15. The intent
underlying the purity codes in Leviticus 11-15 is to teach the Israelites about the
distinction between the pure and the impure in everyday life with the sanctuary of
their holy God in their midst (11:47, 14:57, 15:31).
Leviticus 11 focuses upon this distinction based on what the Israelite can, or
cannot, eat. The living creatures that are permissible to eat are those that exemplify
all the characteristics, that is, they are complete.47 For example, in v3, the Israelite
is given permission to eat animals that have a divided hoof and chews the cud; any
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animal that has one, or none, of these characteristics cannot be eaten (vv4-8).
Similarly, only creatures that have both fins and scales are to be eaten from the sea
(v9). Any other sea creature that has one or none of these attributes cannot be
eaten (vv10-12). Thus, the living creatures that can be eaten because they are
classified as pure are those that are 'complete', while those with one or no
characteristics are impure and should not be eaten. Moreover, those that are not to
be eaten may have associations with disorder. For example, most birds classified as
impure are ones that ingest carrion (vv13-19). All creatures that move about on their
belly are also considered impure (v42) due to their association with the rebellion of
Genesis 3.48 Thus, the impure status of the living things, which are not to be eaten, is
derived from an association with incompleteness, death, and rebellion. The pure
status of living creatures that can therefore be eaten is derived from an association
with completeness. Intriguingly, v44 is the first time within the Torah that explicitly
relates the imperative for the Israelite to make the distinction between what is
impure and pure as the means of setting themselves apart as holy in imitation of
YHWH.49 Keeping themselves ritually pure is the means by which they are distinctive
in their status as a holy people.
Leviticus 13-14 then applies this principle of distinguishing between the
impure and pure not on the basis of what is incomplete or complete, but rather
between what represents disorder and what represents order. These instructions

48

See Trevaskis, Holiness, 98-99.
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that is, they are to be set apart to God by being in a condition that represents completeness and wholeness. This is
different from Milgrom's understanding that 'Israel can become holy... by obedience to God's moral and ritual
commandments' and the reason why Israel 'must aspire to holiness is imitatio dei' (Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 686-687).
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pertain particularly to a s āraʿat of skin (13:1-46, 14:1-32) or material, leather, or a
house (13:47-59, 14:33-57). If it is a s āraʿat of skin then the idea is 'disease' or if in
relation to fabric, leather, or in a house, then the term refers to mould.50 The
common idea though is that a s āraʿat is a change in appearance that represents
disorder since the disease or mould is not how the skin, material, leather, or house,
ought to be.51 Thus, Leviticus 13-14 adds further to the Israelite understanding of
ritual impurity and purity as distinguishing between what represents disorder and
order.
There are purification rituals associated with each kind of s āraʿat in the
situation that the disease has been healed or the mould has not spread (14:1-57).
What is notable about the final offerings in the case of skin disease is that each of
the three animals for the three offerings must be without blemish (tāmîm; 14:10).
The goal of the ritual process is both purification (t āhēr) and atonement (kipper).
This is true too of mould in fabric or in a house where the ritual purification involves
the sprinkling of mingled blood and water seven times (seven representing
completion) on the defiled areas for atonement (14:48-53). Remarkably, purification
and atonement cannot be effected without the shedding and the complete
splattering of blood.52
Leviticus 15 develops the logic of the purity laws significantly. No longer is
the focus upon making a distinction between the impure and the pure, but rather

50

Please see J. E. Hartley, Leviticus (WBC; Dallas: Word, 1992), 187-190, for a discussion on the English translation of

the Hebrew s āraʿat.
51

See also Wenham, Leviticus, 192, 'These symptoms are clearly abnormal, and by disfiguring the appearance of man
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unfolds the consequence of remaining in impurity. The instructions address
situations where a man or a woman experience genital discharge, such as when a
man has an unusual discharge (vv2-15),53 an emission of semen (vv16-18), a woman's
menstruation (vv19-24), and if a woman experiences an irregular loss of blood (vv2530). There are two observations about the nature of ritual impurity that Leviticus 15
accentuates. The first is that ritual impurity is contagious.54 For example, anything a
person, man or woman, with an impure discharge lies or sits on will become impure
(15:4, 9, 20, 26); similarly, a person who touches the person, the bed, or the couch,
will also be impure (15:5-8, 10-11, 18, 22-24, 27). Second, the text is unambiguous
about the need for purification. The person who becomes impure by contact with
impurity by virtue of genital discharge is required to bathe in water and to also wash
their clothes (15:10, 11, 18, 22, 27). Moreover, each situation of genital discharge
concludes with a purification ritual. Depending upon the situation, the purification
rite involves either an offering of two gifts, purification and whole offerings, for
atonement before YHWH (15:13-15; 15:28-30) or washing with water and waiting
until evening (15:18).55 Thus, the focus is not necessarily why genital discharge
makes a person impure, but rather the need for purification when a man or a woman
has become impure by genital discharge or by contact with contagion. Verse 31
conveys the intent of this focus in Leviticus 15. Namely, the purpose of the purity

53

N.B. While the NIV renders the Hebrew of 15:2 as 'When any man has an unusual bodily discharge…', yet the Hebrew

does contain the idea of 'unusual'. The Hebrew could be rendered more literally as, 'When a man has a discharge from
his flesh' (see also ESV).
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laws in 15:2-30 is so that the Israelites are kept separate from what makes them
impure, otherwise the consequence of remaining in impurity is death since they have
defiled God's tabernacle, which is in their midst. This is true not only of the
instructions pertaining to genital discharge, but also for any cause of ritual impurity.
Impurity acts to separate the people from God and thus represents relational
disorder and death. Thus, the function of Leviticus 15 in the succession of purity
instruction is to stress the need for Israelites to separate themselves from what is
impure. In doing so, Leviticus 15 demonstrates the need for purification so that
there is life with their God-king in their midst, and not death.
Noticeably, we have not yet explored the purity laws in Leviticus 12. The
reason for this is that these instructions are closer in principle to Leviticus 15 than
Leviticus 11 or 13-14. A woman becomes ritually impure by the birth of a son or a
daughter and the text in v2 makes the correlation between impurity as a
consequence of childbirth and impurity as a consequence of menstruation.56 Again,
two observations are noteworthy. First, again her impurity is contagious. In
contrast to Leviticus 15, the text chooses not to address the contagious nature of
her impurity with anyone or anything that comes in contact with her, but rather
chooses to remark that she is not able to touch anything holy or approach the
sanctuary until she is in a state of purity (v4). Once more, her impurity separates her
from approaching God's presence and thus she remains in a state of relational
disorder until she is able to submit to ritual purification. Second, it is necessary for
her to offer both a whole and purification offering so that the priest can make
atonement for her. While the mother is banned from the sanctuary for either thirtythree (for a son) or sixty-six days (for a daughter), purification is only complete when
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the priest makes atonement by the sacrifice of her gifts (v7). Like Leviticus 15, the
emphasis in Leviticus 12 is not upon why childbirth is a cause of impurity, but rather
chooses to focus upon impurity as contagion and the consequence of separation
from God's presence.
Thus, the purity laws in Leviticus 11-15 instruct the Israelite about the
distinction between the ritually pure and the ritually impure and the consequence of
remaining in ritual impurity. The state of ritual purity represents completeness and
order, while the state of ritual impurity represents incompleteness and disorder.57
There is a strong relationship between God being holy, that is utterly complete in
and of himself, and the Levitical understanding of purity as completeness. Israel is
to imitate YHWH's holiness by being set apart in ritual purity, that is, by being in a
state of being that represents completeness. Thus, being in a state of ritual impurity
is contrary to what represents YHWH's character. The consequence of remaining in
ritual impurity is that an Israelite is separated from approaching God's presence and
thus in a state of relational disorder. For this reason, the Israelites are to separate
themselves from ritual impurity. Positively though, the consequence of being pure is
life in the presence of God. What is noticeable about this system of purity and
impurity is that its meaning relies upon the symbolic and what the contagion
represents. The cause of ritual impurity is not the living creature, skin disease,
mould, or discharge inherently, but rather what an impure living creature, skin
disease, mould, or discharge symbolises. In the Hebrew worldview, being separate
from what represents incompleteness and disorder and, in this separation, being in a
state that represents completeness and order, is imitating the holy God to whom
they belong.

57

See also Hartley, Leviticus, 163, 199.
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5. Ritual purity and Ethical purity in Leviticus
Intriguingly, Leviticus 20:25-26 relates making the distinction between pure and
impure birds and animals with the imperative to avoid the behaviour of the nations
who previously possessed the land. Verse 25 also clearly expresses that the impure
birds and animals are assigned their condition because YHWH has set them apart as
so. That is, the animals and birds that are deemed to be in an impure condition are
set apart with this purpose; they are not inherently impure as part of creation
order.58 They are impure because of what impurity represents. Verse 26 then
repeats YHWH's desire for Israel to be holy in imitation of his holiness (cf. Lev.
11:45-47). The motivation given in v26b for this act of imitation is that YHWH has set
apart Israel from the nations to belong to him. The connection between making the
distinction between what is ritually impure and pure and Israel being distinct from
the nations is significant.59 Leviticus 20:2-21 is a list of penalties for behaviour that
Israel is not to replicate when they are in the land since the previous inhabitants of
the land exemplified this behaviour and were 'vomited' from the land. Thus, by
making the distinction between ritual impurity and purity in relation to what the
Israelites are and are not to eat is so that Israel will embody these distinctions
when making the distinction between pure behaviour and the impure behaviour of

58

Contrary to Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1764.

59

N.B. The distinction between pure and impure animals and birds is not analogous for holy Israel and the unholy

nations (contrary to Trevaskis, Holiness, 104 n. 237 who follows Wenham, Leviticus, 170). The distinction in the animal
realm is analogous of the distinction between the two conditions of purity and impurity in the realm of behaviour that
represents relational order with YHWH and impure behaviour representative of the nations. The distinction is not
merely Israel-nations, but rather the impure practices of the nations that caused the land to be defiled. Participation in
the impure practices of the nations would lead to exclusion from God's presence in that they will be exiled from the
land (contrary to Trevaskis, Holiness, 105).
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the nations.60 The motivation in 20:22 is negative; if Israel repeats the defiling
behaviours, then YHWH will abhor them and they too will be vomited from the land.
Leviticus 18 explains why this is so. Bearing similarities with Leviticus 20, the
main concern of Leviticus 18 is that Israel will not adopt the behaviour of the
nations who lived in the land before Israel. Verses 6-23 lists these behaviours and so
prohibits Israel from participating in these defiling practices. Verse 24 then
provides the reason. Israel is not to become impure by these actions because this is
how the previous nations also became impure. This impurity affected the land with
the consequence that the land 'vomited out' the previous nations (v25). In contrast
to the end of these nations, v26 instructs Israel to keep YHWH's instructions, not
becoming impure (vv26-27), so that they too will not cause the land to become
impure. If they do cause the land to be impure, then Israel too will be 'vomited out'
from the land (v28). There are a couple of vital observations. First, the verb meaning
'to become impure' is t āmē, which is the same verb used in Leviticus 11-15 for the
Israelites becoming ritually impure (e.g. 11:24-44, 12:2, 5, 13:3, 8, 14:36, 15:4-11).61
This suggests a relationship between ritual and ethical impurity since both kinds can
make the people and the land impure (t āmē).62 The second observation then is that
the prohibited practices are contagion in that if this behaviour is replicated by Israel
in the land, both people and the land will become impure. Thus, ethical impurity is
contagious also.
This raises the question of how ritual purity and impurity relates to ethical
purity and impurity. Worth noting is that the meaning of purity and impurity remains

60

See also Sklar, Leviticus, 260. Contrary to Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1763-164; Wenham, Leviticus, 280.

61

See also 11:24-44, 12:2, 5, 13:3, 8, 11, 14-15, 20-30, 44-46, 59, 14:36, 15:4-11, 16-27, 31-32.

62

See also Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22, 1578.
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consistent irrespective of whether the kind is ritual or ethical. Purity is
completeness and reflects order, while impurity is incompleteness and reflects
disorder. For ritual impurity, the cause is what God has set apart as contagion to
help the Israelite make the distinction between what is pure and impure. As we have
noted above, by making the distinction, the Israelite learns that purity is about
completeness and is the means by which God desires his people to imitate his
character as one that is utterly complete. When an Israelite becomes ritually
impure, they also learn that impurity separates from the presence of God and
represents death. However, ethical purity and impurity is not what God has set
apart as ethically pure and impure for the Israelites to learn the distinction; rather,
the behaviour and attitudes that are pure are inherently an outworking of relational
order, while impure behaviour inherently breaks relationship and thus is a cause of
disorder. Ethical purity is an outworking of completeness in relationship with YHWH,
while ethical impurity fractures relationship and is therefore contrary to relational
wholeness. However, where ritual impurity can be atoned for by surrendering of a
gift to YHWH and the Israelite restored to a pure condition, ethical impurity is
caused by doing what is prohibited and there is no means by which an Israelite or
the nation can be purified, if the prohibition is done intentionally. The offender, who
has become impure by his actions, bears his own guilt and the penalty in either
death or exile.
Therefore, Ritual impurity teaches the Israelite to separate him or her self
from impurity and to not remain in that state when they become impure. It is a
matter of life and death. The goal of learning to separate the ritually impure from
the pure is so that the nation embodies this distinction and separates itself from
ethical impurity. While the consequence of ritual impurity is a temporary separation
from the tabernacle in Israel's midst, the consequence of ethical impurity is
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separation by exile from the land or death. However, the goal of Israel being ritually
pure and ethically pure is the same, which is life and flourishing. By being pure, both
ritually and ethically, they are holy in imitation of YHWH's character. Purity is to be
the means by which Israel sets itself apart from the nations to belong to YHWH.

6. Ritual purity, ethical purity, and a New Covenant worldview
The biblical view of purity and impurity develops significantly with the incarnation of
Jesus and the completion of his work. The temple, as a physical building in
Jerusalem, becomes redundant with Jesus who, as God with his people, tabernacles
among the nation (Jn. 1:1-14, 2:18-22). He is now the centre of worship as the
crucified and risen lamb who has purified a people for God through his blood (Jn.
4:21-26; Rev. 5:1-14). Through Jesus, his people can now approach the throne of God
since his blood has purified the heavenly holy place and no longer will impurity cause
separation between God and his people (Heb. 4:14-9:28). Furthermore, with Jesus'
ascension, he has purposefully sent his Spirit to indwell believers (1 Cor. 6:19-20;
Gal. 4:6-7, 5:16-6:10). There is no longer separation (Eph. 2:12-18; Rev. 21-22). If we
are to understand the place of ritual purity and ethical purity in a new covenant
worldview, we need to understand these developments from the Hebrew Bible to
the New Testament more fully.
The extraordinary claim of the New Testament is that by tabernacling among
Israel in flesh and blood (Jn. 1:1-14), Jesus chose to expose himself to both ritual and
ethical impurity. In doing so, he came into contact with contagion and yet death did
not follow for those who were impure and neither was Jesus' purity defiled; instead,
there was healing and life.63 For example, Mark 1:40-45 recalls a man with a skin

63

See also R. H. Stein, Mark (BECNT; Grand Rapids, MI.: Baker, 2008), 106.
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disease asking Jesus to make him pure (v40). Jesus touches the man and commands
him to become pure (v41). This is a scenario addressed by Leviticus 13 where the
man should have separated himself from the people because his impurity is
contagion for anyone who touches him (Lev. 13:45-46). Remarkably though, the
consequence of Jesus' command is the leprous man being purified (Mk. 1:42).64 Jesus,
by his command, restores the man to a condition that represents order and
wholeness. Similarly, Mark 5:21-43 addresses two situations where Jesus comes
into contact with contagion (5:24-34, 40-43). In the first instance, a woman who is
losing blood, as per the situation of Leviticus 15:25-27, touches Jesus' clothes (5:2728).65 When aware that someone has touched him, Jesus' response was not in accord
with Leviticus 15:27, which is to wash his clothes and separate himself until evening.
Instead, power went from him and the woman was made whole (5:29, 33-34). The
second situation is where Jesus takes the dead girl's hand in 5:41. Instead of Jesus
becoming impure by contact with the dead (Num. 19:11-13), the girl was brought to
life by his command.66 Significantly, each example involves touching to prove that

64

See also R. T. France, The Gospel of Mark (NIGTC; Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2002), 118, 'It is, of course, a nice point

whether to touch the leper did in fact render Jesus unclean when the touch was itself the means of his cure. The touch
which should have made Jesus unclean in fact worked in the opposite direction.'
65

See also France, Mark, 236-237; M. D. Hooker, The Gospel According to Mark (BNTC; London: A&C Black, 1991), 148-

149. N.B. Stein, Mark, 267, quite astonishingly suggests that the issue of the woman's impurity 'plays no part in the
miracle story. The woman's plight is highlighted by the length of her suffering'. If the Markan audience was well
acquainted with Israelite legal tradition, then there is no need for the text to highlight the state of her impurity, since
this information would be supplied by their knowledge. The audience would know the implications and, furthermore, the
length of times does indeed heighten the sense of her suffering, but more so in the context of her impurity. Twelve
years is a long time to not only be suffering, but not being able to enter a place of worship. Contrary to Stein, the
woman's condition of impurity has everything to do with the miracle.
66

Hooker, Mark, 151, notes, 'Another link between the two stories is that both victims are ceremonially unclean. In both

cases, Jesus comes into contact with defiling forces, but his own power is demonstrably greater.'
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Jesus can touch those who are ritually impure and neither death or separation from
God ensues or that ritual impurity is contagious. No longer are the things God has
set apart as ritually impure deemed impure.
This change implied in Jesus' actions of touching those who are ritually
impure before restoring each to wholeness and life is made explicit in Jesus'
teaching in Mark 7:14-23. Jesus first states the principle publicly (7:16) and repeats
it privately for his disciples (7:18-21). The principle is unambiguous; nothing entering
into a person from the outside can make a person impure, but what comes out of a
person can make them impure.67 In v21, Jesus clarifies that the contagion is from a
person's heart. In the Hebrew worldview, heart is the centre of moral response.68
Jesus' point is that the origin of contagion is the moral response of a person's heart
whether that response is action, attitude, spoken, or unspoken. After this
clarification in v21, Jesus then lists examples of ethical impurity after which he
states, 'All these evils come from inside and make a person impure' (vv21-23). Thus,
by Jesus declaring the principle of 7:19, he acknowledges that ritual impurity is no
longer contagion, but contagion by ethical impurity still remains.69

67

See also France, Mark, 291.

68

See P. A. Barker, The Triumph of Grace in Deuteronomy: Faithless Israel, Faithful Yahweh in Deuteronomy (PBM; Milton

Keynes: Paternoster, 2004), 158.
69

The requirement of the law has always had an ethical dimension, as argued above. Just as God declared that unclean

foods are to be unclean, so now Jesus declares with the same authority that those foods no longer represent this
condition, but rather that ethical contagion still remains. W. L. Lane, The Gospel According to Mark (NICNT; Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1974), 258, similarly notes, 'The requirement of cultic purity possessed an inner value and
justification as a symbol pointing beyond itself to God's demand for spiritual and moral purity. The capacity for
fellowship with God is not destroyed by material uncleanness of food or hands; it is destroyed by personal sin. With
this fundamentally biblical insight the older ritual concept of purity is transcended.'
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The problem, according to the biblical worldview, is that no one is ethically
pure; all are morally impure (e.g. Gen. 6:5, Ecc. 7:20, Rom. 1:18-32, 3:9-20). The
reason for the impure condition of humanity, and therefore the cause of relational
disorder, is sin. Foundational to the biblical worldview is that all have sinned and
fallen short of God's glory (Rom. 3:23). Sin is contagion because it causes
incompleteness and fractures order. The consequence is that all are separated from
God's presence (Gen. 3:21-24, Isa. 59:2, Rom. 6:23, Eph. 2:1-3). This worldview is
consistent with the Hebrew worldview in Torah, but instead of limited to Israel in
the land, we see the worldview being applied universally. Thus, by establishing the
distinction between impurity and purity within Israel in the land, God establishes a
microcosm within Israel of what is true universally. The purpose of ritual impurity
and purity was to accentuate the need for purification when in a state of impurity.
This was possible by ritual purification, but these means only atoned for impurity
temporarily since the Israelite could become ritually impure once more and be
separated from God's presence again. This system of ritual impurity and purity
therefore pointed to the universal problem. To remain in a state of impurity is to
remain separated from God and be in a state of death. In the biblical worldview,
humanity in their corrupt and impure state cannot solve this problem. God, however,
has provided the means of purification in the crucified Christ. Romans 3:25, for
instance, teaches how God offered Christ as the sacrifice of atonement that effects
purification. Jesus has atoned for our impurity, bearing the penalty of our impurity
upon himself, through the shedding of his blood. Hebrews 9 adds to this
understanding that the blood of Christ purifies not only our consciences from acts
that lead to death (v14), but also the heavenly tabernacle so that believers can
approach God's throne of grace (9:11-15, 23-28). The only condition is belief and
repentance that turns to serve the living God (Jn. 3:15-16; Heb. 6:12).
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However, Jesus' person and work does not just shape a biblical worldview of
the present, but also of the future. The biblical worldview views the present order of
the world as passing away and that, at a point in the future, God will create a new
heavens and a new earth (Rev. 21-22). In this new order of creation, there will be no
separation between a heavenly and earthly sanctuary of God, but rather God will
dwell among his people (Rev. 21:1-4). This is made possible because God's people are
all purified through the blood of Christ and the crucified and risen lamb is present
(21:22-27). God can be present and there be life because nothing impure will be part
of the new order (21:27). In the new covenant worldview, this future has present
consequences for God's people. Although Jesus has purified those who believe in
him, and we belong to the new order (2. Cor. 5:21:16-21), we are still part of the old
order where sin is present (Rom. 6:1-14). Thus, a tension exists for God's people
while remaining part of the old order and yet belonging to the new order; while we
are purified by the blood of Christ, we still sin. Thus, in the present, believers are to
put off acts and attitudes of ethical impurity (Rom. 6:1-22, Gal. 5:13-26, Col. 3:1-14,
Heb. 10:26-31) and seek to be distinctive from the world by being ethically pure (1
Peter 1:13-2:3). Baptism, therefore, is a ritual of purification. The purpose of baptism
is not to effect a believer's purification because that is already completed by Jesus'
sacrifice of atonement, but rather to represent that a believer's impurity has been
atoned for in Jesus and, as part of the new order, they are committed to desisting
from acts of impurity (Rom. 6:1-14).
A question still remains as to why Jesus is the only way for purification to be
effected. The answer has two dimensions. First, he is the only human who is
ethically pure; that is, he is the only complete human whose heart before God
remains whole (1 Peter 1:17-21; Heb. 4:14-16). His blood is therefore an effective
purifier and he is able to make atonement for our impurity (Heb. 9:14). Second, Jesus
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was able to effectively act on our behalf because he shares our humanity. In
becoming human, Jesus became one of us, so that as our representative he could
bear our penalty of guilt (Heb. 2:14-18). In turn, by believing in his work of
purification on our behalf, we are able to participate in his death and resurrection
and so his life.
Thus, the distinction between purity and impurity is central to a new
covenant worldview. Those who identify themselves in Christ, as belonging to the
new order, assent to viewing the world, as it is and as it ought to be, through a new
covenant lens. The principles of the purity system still stand. God desires his people
to be complete and in whole relationship with him. While this wholeness is derived
through the blood of Christ, we are called to live distinctively, which is in ethical
purity. This requires believers to desist purposefully from unwhole actions and
attitudes and, instead, pursue actions and attitudes that reflect relational
wholeness with God. The motivation for desisting in sin and living in ethical purity is
that the command to imitate God's holiness has not changed. We imitate God's
holiness by being complete, living in ethical purity. In this way, God's people are
distinctive from the world to belong solely to God.

7. Living our story
When talking about Leviticus' purity laws with other Christian women, I'm often met
with the response 'Thank God for Jesus so that I don't have to do all those rules'.
Yet that is to miss the point entirely. By understanding the purity laws, we
understand what purity is, the consequences of impurity, and how purity and
holiness relate. Also, we miss that this is part of our story. The biblical story is our
story, from the Old to the New, and shapes the way we view the world and so how
we live and interact with the world. Placing ourselves within the biblical story, and
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allowing a new covenant worldview colour the way we experience the world, we
make distinctions every day between what is impure and pure. We make the
distinction between the thoughts, desires, choices, emotions, and actions that
reflect the wholeness of our relationship with God in Christ and those that do not.
Making the decision each day to put off our sinfulness and to pursue purity is not so
that we can strive to be on the 'straight path' in the hope that God will be merciful.
We can't. That's the point. We make the decision each day to desist from idolatry
and we look to Jesus for living water because, while we were separated from God,
Jesus acted to purify us by his blood to be a people belonging to God. For us, the
desire to live our identity in Christ, to live our story, is the reason why every day we
choose to pursue purity. When seeking to build deep relationships with Muslim
Women, the desire to live our story should engender within us humility and a
quickness to listen, especially to why they struggle to strive for cleanliness and
purity every day. By listening to their story, we may be able to give a reason for why
we do not strive for purity but seek to live in purity because we already belong to
God in Christ.
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Executive Summary
In Islam today there is an enormous diversity in the way women are treated, but what remains consistent is
that their role in society is vastly different from men. Those who desire to plant churches among Muslims
often find that the tools and strategies they use with men need to be adapted in order to reach women. At
its heart, the research behind this paper seeks to answer the question, “What has proven effective for
reaching Muslim women?
All the previous Fruitful Practice research reports included data from both men and women. Yet it became
clear that analysis which focused specifically on women was necessary. This report is the result of that focus
applied to our recently completed second round of research.
Data was gathered from expatriate women working in Muslim contexts as well as from near-culture workers.
This paper is the distilled result of that effort, the surveys and interviews gathered from the frontiers of
ministry, and an analysis of how that informs future work.
The major findings included:
1. Gender differences. Generally speaking men and women agreed on the importance of the same
practices. However women reported much less access to local believers and churches. This has a
major impact on their ability to be involved in certain practices. Women also tended to put a higher
importance than men on the value of relating to society by respecting cultural practices. Men and
women often reported the same values, but the way or the style in which they were implemented
varied greatly.
2. Prayer among women. Prayer plays a pivotal and multi-dimensional role in women’s conversion
experiences as well as in church growth. Prayer by Christian women not only shows compassion but
demonstrates a personal relationship with God. Muslim women were drawn to Christ when they
saw the depth of the relationship they can have and as they saw prayers answered in tangible ways.
For many workers among Muslim women, prayer is not only their personal lifeline but a most
effective witnessing strategy.
3. New Fruitful Practices. Three potential new Fruitful Practices were uncovered. One is specific to
women as it relates to their style of dress and appearance, while the other two are applicable to
workers from both genders.
This report offers significant advances in the research that is available on women in church-planting among
Muslims. The lessons and applications gleaned in this report are affirmed by hundreds of people across the
world. It has applications in missionary training, church-planting strategy, media, community development
and spiritual growth. Many women reported feeling isolated in their ministry, and this report gives them a
chance to connect across the continents with other women in similar positions. For example, they may be
inspired to look beyond prayer as part of their personal spiritual life and to be more intentional in using
prayer to communicate the Gospel.
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Introduction
Since 2007, the Fruitful Practice Research team has studied practices across many dimensions of ministry in
the Muslim world. One of the major results of that research was a list of 68 Fruitful Practices1, activities that
promote the emergence, vitality, and multiplication of churches in the Muslim world. This report is the result
of a second round of research that was conducted 2010-12. This second study was also a mixed-methods
research project, using a survey instrument for quantitative data collection and series of in depth interviews
for qualitative data collection2. Its two main purposes were to 1) verify, or not, the Fruitful Practice
statements from the first round of research and 2) search for additional Fruitful Practices that were not
previously identified.
Here the survey results from fruitful women3 are combined with data from in-depth interviews conducted
with women on fruitful teams of church planters.4 The women interviewed covered a range of expatriate,
near culture, and target culture women. It also included a variety of ages, marital status and geographical
distribution. There were three major goals of this round of research:
1. Identify possible new Fruitful Practices.
2. Explore ways that Fruitful Practices are carried out.
3. Understand how local conditions influence which actions have fruitful outcomes.
We believe the findings in this report will prove highly significant for future training of women involved in
ministry in the Muslim world. This may be one of the first mixed methods research attempts done by an
organization to study the differences of how men and women work in cross-cultural ministry. The results
prove significant as they indicate valuable new information not only for women in ministry but for the teams
they join.

Major findings
1. Fruitful Practices Examined and Affirmed
The list of Fruitful Practices published in 2014 (Allen, et al.) held its ground under further developed research
of women as was collated and studied by the authors in 2014. Five Fruitful Practices rose to the top in both
the quantitative and the qualitative data.
•
•
•
•
•

1

RSK3 – Fruitful workers pray for the needs of their friends in their presence.
RSO3 – Fruitful workers relate to people in ways that respect gender roles in the local culture.
RSO1 – Fruitful workers communicate respect by behaving in culturally appropriate ways.
RGD3 – Fruitful workers persevere through difficulty and suffering.
FTM1 – Fruitful teams are united by a common vision.

The complete Fruitful Practice descriptive list is found in Appendix 2.

2

In depth explanation of our research methodology is found in Appendix 1, including the study populations for both
the quantitative and qualitative studies.
3

Fruitful women (FW) were women that responded to the following question with a number greater than zero: “How
many fellowships have been started among this people group in which your team played a significant part?”
4

Different readers are likely to have different ideas in mind when they read “church.” In the research process we
generally used the terms “fellowship” or “fellowship of new believers” to describe local expressions of the biblical word
ekklesia, and as synonymous to the English word “church.” A further discussion of this subject is found in Appendix 1.
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An additional four Fruitful Practices reflected high consensus and priority, but were not discussed quite as
frequently in the interviews.
•
•
•
•
1.1

CFC14 – Fruitful churches have local accountability structures for the use of funds.
CFC5 – Fruitful churches are committed to one another as extended family, practicing the biblical
“one another” commands.
RLD6 – Fruitful workers prefer to develop leaders locally.
COM5 – Fruitful workers sow broadly.
Relating to Society (RSO)

All seven of the Fruitful Practices in the area of relating to society were affirmed by fruitful women. Women
spoke passionately on their efforts to behave in culturally appropriate ways (RSO1) and relate to people in
ways that respect gender roles (RSO3). The women also highly affirmed addressing tangible needs (RSO2),
mobilizing prayer (RSO4) and being proficient in the language (RSO5). The quantitative data from women on
fruitful teams showed high affirmation for the Fruitful Practices in this cluster in particular, building positive
relationships with local leaders (RSO7).
1.2

Relating to Seekers (RSK)

Of the Fruitful Practices relating to seekers, praying for God’s supernatural intervention (RSK2) and praying
for friends in their presence (RSK3) received the highest affirmation by fruitful women. All six of the Fruitful
Practices relating to seekers were affirmed in the qualitative data, five of them very highly. Four were in the
top ten most frequently affirmed Fruitful Practices in the qualitative data out of all 68 Fruitful Practices,
these were:
•
•
•
•

RSK1 – Fruitful workers are bold in witness.
RSK2 – Fruitful workers pray for God’s supernatural intervention as a sign that confirms the gospel.
RSK3 – Fruitful workers pray for the needs of their friends in their presence.
RSK4 – Fruitful workers share the gospel through existing social networks.

The interviews showed that fruitful women are willing to take risks and be bold in their witness (RSK1) and
make an effort to share the Gospel through families and natural family networks (RSK4). Women explained
that the risk or boldness they have in sharing the gospel is in the context of established relationships. It is
perhaps significant that the “risk” they take is not necessarily political, but boldness that risks hurting the
relationship. Additional findings in the area of relating to seekers will be handled separately in section two
on prayer.
1.3

Relating to Believers (RBE) to Leaders (RLD) and to God (RGD)

Overall, women reported only low affirmation of the practices that relate to believers (RBE). One reason
might be that many of the women interviewed described being less involved with existing believers or faith
communities, while many of the relating to believers practices require direct contact with believers of
Muslim background or faith communities. This mirrors findings from the overall data set in which fruitful
practices from the (RBE) domain often had divergent5 results.
The data reveals mixed affirmation of Fruitful Practices relating to leaders (RLD) although in the quantitative
data, women highly affirmed the priority of the Fruitful Practices in this cluster. In these gender segregated

5

A “divergent” response” is a U-shaped response curve, indicating moderate to strong feelings both for and against the
practice, but less in the middle. It suggests there are two points of consensus, one for and another against, the practice.
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societies, women on fruitful teams understandably have fewer opportunities to interact with MBB6 church
leaders. Thus, fruitful women do highly affirm these practices relating to leaders while at the same time the
interviews revealed mixed levels of actual practice. The intentionality of leadership development (RLD4), use
of the Bible for leadership development (RLD5), and developing leaders locally (RLD6) were among the most
affirmed practices in this cluster.
In the interviews, fruitful women frequently affirmed the Fruitful Practices relating to God. Engaging in
regular and frequent prayer (RGD2) and persevering through difficulty and suffering (RGD3) were cited the
most frequently.
1.4

Communication Methods (COM)

Several communication methods stand out among women on fruitful teams:
•
•
•
•

COM1 – Fruitful workers use culturally appropriate Bible passages to communicate God’s Message.
COM2 – Fruitful workers communicate the gospel using the heart language, except in situations
where it is not appropriate.
COM3 – Fruitful workers use a variety of approaches in sharing the gospel.
COM5 – Fruitful workers sow broadly.

Using a variety of approaches in sharing the gospel (COM3) was among the highest affirmed Fruitful
Practices in the qualitative data. This would indicate that not only is there a need for a variety of approaches,
but also that women are creative in their approaches. Many expatriate or near-culture workers are highly
educated and yet are working among illiterate women. Whereas illiteracy might reduce the appropriateness
of some of the available discipleship resources (see later discussion of RBE12), it has broadened the variety
of methods used in evangelism.
Because women are sensitive to cultural differences (see their high affirmation of RSO1 and RSO3) they fit
their communication methods to suit the needs of the women around them. Women referred to the many
creative ways they communicate ideas: using Bible studies, chronological Bible storying, the Jesus Film, radio
programs, web sites, cell phone audio files, video clips, prayer, drama, art, music, tea parties and everything
they can imagine to share the gospel. The most commonly cited approach was telling Bible stories, often in
the chronological bible storying style.
In the interviews, women also described creative approaches within conversation or prayer as a way to lead
towards spiritual ground. Most communication practices fall into the categories of pre-evangelism or
evangelism. Women who reported being shut out of certain forms of ministry are able to focus their
energies on communicating the gospel to those around them. Communication practices are simply more
accessible for women across a wider spectrum of situations.
1.5

Characteristics of Fruitful Churches (CFC)

Fruitful women gave five characteristics of fruitful churches the highest affirmation for this cluster of
practices:
•
•
•

6

CFC1
CFC4
CFC5

- Fruitful faith communities use the Bible as the central source for life, growth and mission.
- Fruitful faith communities value networking together.
- Fruitful faith communities are committed to one another as extended family, practicing the
biblical “one another” commands.

Muslim Background Believers.
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•
•

CFC14 - Fruitful faith communities have local accountability structures for the use of funds.
CFC15 - Fruitful churches generally meet in homes or other informal settings.

The highest affirmation was for CFC15 (fruitful faith communities generally meet in homes or other informal
settings). Since women play a larger role in the home in many Muslim countries, it is understandable that
women would more frequently comment on church meetings that happen in homes.

2. Gender Differences
2.1

Relating to Society (RSO) - Gender differences

When relating to society, our data showed that both men and women highly affirm the practice of behaving
in culturally appropriate ways (RSO1), to the extent that not a single respondent replied they never or rarely
practice this Fruitful Practice. Even so, women affirmed this Fruitful Practice more strongly than did the
men. The qualitative interviews often demonstrated that women were concerned that their dress, their
children, their home and their behavior convey respectful, socially conservative values.
Although men and women both affirmed the importance of relating to local leaders in the society (RSO7),
fruitful women affirmed the priority of this practice more strongly than did fruitful men. In the interviews,
women indicated the importance of positive relationships with important women in their communities. For
example, one worker said:
“So this was one [woman of] the people that’s very influential in the land, she can listen to us and
we are trusting God that God will touch her and help us to reach her. Because I know that if she will
come alive to Christ even the men will listen to her” (FPNS, Interview 112-F1, 2012).
2.2

Relating to Believers (RBE) – Gender Differences

The findings also revealed several differences between the genders when relating to believers. When
compared to men, women gave a lower level of affirmation regarding their practice of RBE5 (Helping
believers find ways to remain in their social networks). This may be the result of the majority of MBBs being
male. Additionally, although men in these cultures have the freedom to move out of the family home or
even move to a different city or country, women in general do not have such freedom. Thus, they do not
need to be convinced to stay in their social networks because they simply do not have the option to live on
their own or to live with non-relatives. Consequently, female church planters will find a reduced need to
practice (RBE5) among MBB females.
Women on fruitful teams were also statistically less likely to affirm the practice of RBE10 (fruitful workers
prepare believers to explain why they believe) than their male counterparts. Again, the qualitative data
helps us understand that this has little to do with the practice itself and more to do with the role of men and
women in a society where women have fewer opportunities to formally teach apologetics.
Statistically men on fruitful teams were also more likely to report using a variety of approaches in discipling
(RBE12) than their female counterparts. This seems to be related to RBE11 (modeling service). If local
women are less literate than local men, female workers will have fewer discipleship options available to
them since the majority of discipleship tools often require literacy. The qualitative data showed that many
women work among illiterate or oral women, so, in that context, modeling would be a more natural
approach for discipleship. This helps us see that the Fruitful Practice concerning modeling (RBE11) goes
beyond merely modeling deeds of service and into the discipleship process.
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2.3

Relating to Leaders (RLD) and Relating to God (RGD) - Comparisons

Although the men and women’s survey data both show divergence in their affirmation of RLD2 (mentoring
leaders who in turn mentor others), women on fruitful teams are even less likely to practice this Fruitful
Practice when compared to their male colleagues. We found it troubling that there are no actual examples
of women practicing (RLD2) from any of the interviews we studied.
Women more strongly affirmed the fruitful practices of having an intimate walk with God (RGD1) and
engaging in regular and frequent prayer (RGD2) as compared to men. Women on teams that were not yet
fruitful (NYFW) even more strongly affirmed these two practices.

2.4

Communication Methods (COM) - Geographical Differences for COM8

The use of the Qur’an to share the biblical gospel (COM8) generated a divergent response among fruitful
women, something that mirrors the response among men. The quantitative data revealed that even fewer
women than men are comfortable using the Qur’an (COM8). The majority of fruitful women rarely, to never,
use the Qur’an as a bridge, almost a third report that they often, to normally, use the Qur’an in this way.
This seemed to be a gender divergence, however under investigation; this actually has more of a
geographical origin. Fruitful women ministering in Sub-Saharan Africa and Eurasia were the least likely to use
the Qur’an in their ministries, while women who do use the Qur’an were more often ministering in the Horn
of Africa, Malaysia, South East Asia, and among the Turkic and Arab/Berber people groups.

Similar to findings in the study of workers in Sub-Saharan Africa (Daniels 2013), women were far more
comfortable using Islamic terms or thought patterns than the Qur’an itself. This is one of the reasons that
the Fruitful Practice Research team has decided to reword (COM8) in the following way; “Fruitful workers
use Islamic terms and thought patterns as a bridge to sharing the biblical gospel.”7
7

The following paragraph is often used to explain and clarify COM8: “Some workers find it fruitful to draw on common
expressions, terminologies and patterns of thought from Muslim cultures. This helps them to clarify ways in which
biblical truth parallels, diverges from, or completely counters traditional understanding. Fruitful workers may reference
Quranic passages in order to share the biblical gospel but do not dwell unnecessarily on them.”
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2.5

Fruitful Teams (FTM) – Gender and Fruitfulness Differences

Both men and women highly affirm the value of the female team members as essential partners in ministry
(FTM9). However, it is interesting that fruitful women gave an even higher affirmation of (FTM9) than both
men and their not-yet-fruitful counterparts.

2.6

Gender Bias and Reports of Fruitfulness

One of the general impressions that come out of the women’s interviews was a lack of confidence in
reporting levels of fruitfulness. Even the quantitative data showed gender bias with proportionally fewer
men reporting zero fellowships when asked: How many fellowships have been started among these people
in which your team played a significant part? Additionally men tended to give greater estimates on the
number of fellowships.
In these gender segregated societies where the majority of believers are often men, women will have less
overall contact with the local community of believers. It could also be that women from majority world
teams are less likely to be accepted as essential partners in ministry. If the women spend proportionately
more time in the home and parenting children, this is another reason they may have less contact with
believers. Added together this may result in a general lack of confidence regarding the actual fruitfulness of
the team. These factors also give rise to the concern that, if a woman is so busy at home and doesn’t have
contact with local believers, then the faith community is losing out on the experience and testimony of such
a woman.
Of further concern, this suggests that the wives of male MBBs are not always coming to Christ. It appears
that neither the workers nor the believing husbands are sharing the gospel in a way that is consistently
bearing fruit proportionately among the wives.8 Although the data is not conclusive, this is a serious enough
concern that it may require us to rethink some of our strategies which assume that Muslim women will
usually come to faith as a natural result of their husbands doing so.

3. Prayer among women
Of all 68 Fruitful Practices, two general topics span several clusters, that is the Bible and prayer are each
included in multiple clusters of Fruitful Practices. All five of the Fruitful Practices specifically about prayer
(RSO4, RSK2, RSK3, RGD2, and FTM7) are among the top 16 most affirmed practices in the data.
8

Karen Scott, ‘The “Disconnect” in the Discipleship of South Asian Women: Socio-cultural and Religious Barriers among
Muslim Background Believers’ in Longing for community: Christ, Ummah, or somewhere in Between?, ed. by David
Greenlee (Pasadena, CA: William Carey Library, 2013).
Beth Stricker, ”Communicating Christ in Contexts of Persecution” in A Worldview Approach to Ministry among Muslim
Women, ed. by Cynthia A. Strong and Meg Page (Pasadena, CA: William Carey Library, 2006).
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Looking at the quantitative data, out of these 5 practices related to prayer, women responded with
significantly higher affirmation on four of them when compared to the men9.
•
•
•
•

RSK2 – Fruitful workers pray for God’s supernatural intervention as a sign that confirms the gospel.
RSK3 – Fruitful workers pray for the needs of their friends in their presence.
RGD2 – Fruitful workers engage in regular, frequent prayer.
FTM7 – Fruitful teams engage in corporate prayer and fasting.

Although these practices were affirmed by men, the affirmation by women was consistently higher. This
gender difference is also reflected in the new Fruitful Practice tool, the Church Planting Personality Profiler10.
In the series of typical worker profiles, the Judicious Intercessor segment was most highly represented by
women, with a ratio of 62/38.
In the quantitative report, David Greenlee and team posed the question, “Are Muslim women more open to
prayer than are men?”11 There was some evidence in the interviews to support this theory due to women
being more involved in spiritual practices such as seeking healing and using magic and charms. Some of the
women we interviewed reported being asked to pray frequently for family members, for healing, and for
safety. The way they pray for seekers is a subtle, yet holistic way of witness:
“First of all, I build a relationship with people. Then I pray. I listen to them, listen to their problems.
And through this I share the good news by testifying from my life” (FPNS, Interview 421-F1, 2012).
As could be expected, prayer was also mentioned when describing other Fruitful Practices. The women
often noted how prayer was a part of helping believers (RBE3, RBE4, RBE5, and RBE8), developing Christian
leaders (RLD4, RLD6), and of course in their own personal walk with God (RGD1, RGD3). A good portion of
comments related to fruitful faith communities also included specific mention of prayer.
However, it is important to note that the qualitative data also seemed to indicate that women are involved
in prayer because they are so often shut out of other avenues of ministry. There are some women who
referred to their practice of prayer as even more necessary because they are not able to have much contact
with local women. Other women who have young children at home stated that prayer is all they have time
to do. One older woman stated that the wives of the team had prayed for several years before they were
able to engage in the community.
Prayer was not only described as an essential way to relate to society and believers, women overwhelmingly
responded that their prayer life was fundamental to a relationship with God that kept them strong in
ministry. This aligns with member care resources that link the missionaries’ prayer life to their hardiness12. In
cultural settings that are foreign to expatriate workers, there are fewer external supports for a Christian.
Prayer then connects workers to God in the kind of intimate relationship that is needed for survival in
antagonistic and harsh ministry environments.

9

David Greenlee, Bob Fish, and Michael Baker, ‘Fruitful Practices Survey of Workers in the Muslim World; A Technical
Report’, Fruitful Practice Research, 2012
10

James Nelson, ‘CP Personality Profiler’, Fruitful Practice Research, 2013.

11

Greenlee, Fish, and Baker

12

Kelly O’Donnell, ‘From Rhetoric to Reality; Assessing the Needs and Coping Strategies of Frontier Mission Personnel’,
IJFM, 12.4 (1995), 201-208.
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The quantitative data shows that women more strongly affirm their own intimate walk with God (RGD1) and
engaging in regular, frequent prayer (RGD2) compared to the men. This common thread of the importance
of prayer for women also holds true in the area of teams where women had moderately higher affirmation
of the practice of corporate prayer (FTM7), and often mentioned team prayer gatherings and gathering with
smaller groups of women.
Taken together, this suggests that perhaps training materials should be developed to help women maximize
the impact of the Fruitful Practices related to prayer. The value of prayer in fruitful church planting and the
role women often play with regard to the ministry of prayer should not be underestimated.

4. New Fruitful Practices
One of the goals of this second round of research was to examine if there were additional practices that
would emerge from certain groups of workers who may have been disproportionately or under-represented
previously. A few new practices did emerge which should be considered for potential inclusion on future lists
of Fruitful Practices:
•
•
•

RSO8 – Fruitful workers communicate love and respect through their outward appearance.
RSK7 – Fruitful workers use seekers’ dreams and visions as bridges to share the gospel.
RGD4 – Fruitful workers have a long-term commitment and patiently wait on God’s timing.

The most significant area of practice cited by women was dressing appropriately for the gender roles in their
communities. Great detail was given on women’s specific attention to clothing themselves appropriately. At
first glance it would seem to easily fall under either clothing as a part of respecting gender roles (RSO3), or
behaving in a culturally appropriate way (RSO1).
However because of the frequency and consistency with which this occurred in the interviews, we propose a
unique code for working among women. While men’s clothing is more often dictated by function, women’s
clothing is more often judged by standards of beauty and modesty. Muslim cultures differ from the more
secular Western environments of many of the workers’ home countries. As a result, the outward standard of
dress is a practical and daily reminder of this Fruitful Practice.
The importance of modest dress as part of Muslim culture is consistent, even if its exact form has a great
variety from the head scarf to the hijab and the burqa. Interestingly, fruitful workers did not talk about
clothing being restrictive or oppressive. Rather the opposite, they celebrated the doors it opened for them in
the community. As one worker expressed:
“Because [I wore the traditional modest covering] they felt I was respectful and I think that made
them willing to come closer and invite me. So that way, I can be able to share with them many things
and also have many opportunities to grow, and also show them that I real care for them. Basically I
think [modesty] opened doors to their hearts“ (FPNS, Interview 223-F2, 2012).
Another practice that occurred quite frequently in the interviews was the interpretation of dreams. The
dreams that Muslims experience are acts of God and therefore do not belong to a Fruitful Practice list,
however, their interpretation is in fact a practice of workers that had a significant impact in many instances.
For example, one worker describes her response to a Muslim who comes and shares about her dream of a
snake.
“Immediately I said, ‘I know what this dream means.’ And I said in the beginning and I started with
Adam and Eve and how the snake deceived them … Anyway I told her like the whole story from
Genesis to Jesus because of her dream” (FPNS, Interview 212-F2, 2012).
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This is related to RSK2 (Fruitful workers pray for God’s supernatural intervention as a sign that confirms the
gospel). However the proposed (RSK7) goes beyond merely praying for God to give such dreams and deals
with how workers respond to Muslims who come to them with their dreams. Our data shows that fruitful
workers are not afraid to use dreams as a bridge to sharing the gospel. They pray with and for those who
experience these dreams. Since Muslim women may be accustomed to interpreting dreams as having
spiritual insight, this is also an indigenous form of communication.
Rick Love writes about these as a form of power encounter, “Folk Muslims usually just want healing and do
not care about its source. In other words, people seeking power do not necessarily seek the Savior.”13 This is
important to remember as many Christian workers, especially those from theologically conservative or
Western backgrounds, may accept that God works through dreams and visions without being comfortable or
knowing how to speak about them. This was reflected in the journey of the worker cited above who
described that after she herself experienced spiritual dreams and visions, she now actively prays that God
will bring them to the people around her. Our data suggests that learning how to respond appropriately to a
seeker’s dreams could be a part of training for cross-cultural workers.
Another factor often cited by fruitful workers was a long-term commitment and a willingness to wait on
God’s timing (proposed RGD4). The time factor separates this from (RGD3), “Fruitful workers persevere
through difficulty and suffering,” which does not adequately address the issue of time. This patience in the
face of frustration and years of minimal fruit was a challenge for many. Women described their willingness
to persevere through the hard times in order to break through barriers. They said they are willing to spend
great amounts of time if that is the sacrifice necessary to see fruit. One woman explained:
“When I first arrived I was frustrated… I had so much I wanted to say and I couldn’t say it… you have
to be careful. You are not going to be [silent] but you have to be cautious…. It’s the work of the
Lord… you want them to understand and you get exasperated… the harvest will come when it
comes…. Recently we’ve been [seeing] the harvest of years of work of other people’s seed planting”
(FPNS, Interview 312-01, 2012).
The Sub-Saharan Africa research report (Daniels 2013) identified time as a factor as well, although with
regard to the relating to believers cluster. Women desire to see believers come to Christ and the
commitment and patience workers described was not dependent on the fruit. This kind of patience is rooted
in the workers’ faith in God, not as a strategy. Thus, this proposed Fruitful Practice is best considered an
aspect of one’s relationship to God, (RGD4).

Conclusion
This report looked at how women minister on fruitful teams. Rather than examining it by different
geographical segments, we looked at one of the most elemental polarities –how the ministry of women is at
times different from that of men. The fact that all but one Fruitful Practice was affirmed in the qualitative
interviews points to the universality of these practices. On the other hand, it was clear there were unique
contributions and differences that women have in cross-cultural ministry, specifically women’s commitment,
gifting and perseverance in prayer as core to women’s praxis. There were also three new practices which
emerged among women, touching on the areas of appropriate cultural dress, responding to dreams and
visions and patience for a long-term commitment.
This study also raises the question of why there is less fruit among women and why women are unable to
report on fruit with confidence. We hope this study contributes to the mission community’s understanding,
not only of fruitful ministry among Muslims, but also the spiritual lives and growth of women.

13

Rick Love, Muslims, Magic and the Kingdom of God. (Pasadena, CA: William Carey Library, 2000), pg. 158.
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Hopefully, you have found this report helpful and enlightening. The Fruitful Practice research team is still
looking for qualified missiologists who are willing and able to invest the time to produce these kinds of in
depth studies. If you, or someone you know, might be interested in working with the Fruitful Practice team
on this type of research, please contact info@fruitfulpractice.org.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Research Methods
As a mixed-methods research project, it included quantitative and qualitative data collection. Below is a brief
background to the project.

Quantitative
The quantitative team was led by David Greenlee, PhD, International Research Associate with Operation
Mobilization. David has served with OM since 1977 and has been involved in mission research for many
years. He has published widely and coordinated consultations focused on how Muslims are coming to faith
in Jesus Christ.14 “Bob Fish,” PhD, was also fully involved from the inception of the project. Bob served with
Frontiers in South Asia for 10 years and currently works in their International Office and added expertise not
just from his personal ministry experience but from his analytical insights and statistical skills. Mike Baker,
MS (statistics) joined the project team as we prepared to launch the survey, and was instrumental in the
web-based delivery of the survey to the respondents. Mike’s analytical expertise and creativity, developed in
his career as a senior statistician at Intel Corporation, were vital to the analysis phase of the work.
This quantitative module was carried out by means of a survey centered on the Fruitful Practice statements
and questions regarding important demographic and contextual factors potentially impacting the
respondents and their ministry. The project was designed to build on the Fruitful Practices survey
undertaken at the 2007 Global Trends and Fruitful Practices consultation.15 The survey used a 9-point Likert
scale that evaluated respondents’ actual ministry practices, priorities in ministry, or levels of agreement. This
allowed us to sharpen the definition of some terms, move from binary (or other limiting) answer choices to
scaled answers, and in general to enhance the possibility of rigorous statistical analysis.
Participation was invited of all workers serving with Vision 5:9 network agencies that are, or recently were,
involved in ministry among Muslims that at least indirectly contribute to the process of church planting. The
survey was made available in English, Spanish, Portuguese, Indonesian, French, Korean, and Arabic, and
offered over a secure Internet connection, and as an Excel or Word file, which could be filled out
electronically or on paper.
For the overall survey we received 433 valid survey responses from members of 32 Vision 5:9 agencies.
These hail from 38 home countries and serve in 70 nations. The respondents ranged from 25-60 years of age
with a gender ratio of 59% male, 41% female, and married people making up 78.5% of participants. All
participants had been in active ministry among Muslims for at least one year, and the mean length of service
was 8.9 years.16 An acknowledged weakness is that two agencies were responsible for 48% of all survey
responses, and the top eight agencies accounting for 75% of all responses. The fruitful women data sub-set
consisted of 74 respondents.
For those so inclined, there is a complete, very detailed report on the quantitative module that is available
by contacting info@fruitfulpractice.org .

14

See for example, David Greenlee’s edited From the Straight Path to the Narrow Way: Journeys of Faith, (Atlanta:
Authentic 2006) and Longing for Community: Church, Ummah, or Somewhere in Between? (Pasadena: William Carey,
forthcoming 2012).
15

See Woodberry, Seed to Fruit, etc.

16

This refers to the length of ministry of the team the respondent serves on, not necessarily their personal ministry
tenure.
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Qualitative Module
Qualitative data collection was the collaborative effort of dozens of researchers on four continents, all either
members of the Fruitful Practice Research Taskforce or those trained by them. This effort was co-led by
James Nelson and Gene Daniels, both Senior Research Associates with Fruitful Practice Research. James is
Vice President of GMI (gmi.org), which provides strategic research and mapping for the mission community,
and leads their research services department. He has served on field teams in Eurasia and Southeast Asia,
where he helped establish a business-as-mission enterprise. James also serves as Mission Research
Consultant for Missio Nexus. He holds degrees in Journalism and Marketing Research. Gene is an
ethnographer and missionary with RUN Ministries who spent over 10 years in Central Asia involved in
ministry among unreached Muslim people groups. He holds Doctorate in Religious Studies.
The qualitative research module consisted of in depth, semi-structured interviews that were designed to test
the validity and nature of the original Fruitful Practice statements in light a larger and more diverse study
population. Because of the large number of collaborating researchers, all interviews were based on a
standard protocol, recorded for accuracy and transcribed for analysis. Whenever possible, interviews were
conducted in the worker’s native language and later translated into English for analysis. The overall
qualitative study included a total of 188 workers, 76 women (40%) and 112 men (60%). Of these, 34% were
Western expatriate, 18% were non-western expatriate, and 49% were national church planters, more than
two dozen of whom were BMBs. Besides English, interviews were also conducted in Korean, Hindi,
Indonesian, Spanish, Swahili, Russian, and Amharic. This women’s focused analysis used a representative
subset of 19 interviews, seven of which were near-culture workers.

Other Considerations
A few other definitions and explanations concerning the overall study are in order.
First, a couple other definitions are in order:
1. Church. During our field research we generally used the terms “fellowship” or “fellowship of new
believers” when discussing local expressions of the biblical term ekklesia. We made a conscious
choice to use these as synonymous with the English word “church.” We choose the term
“fellowship” to take into account the range of terms, and many various languages, used by members
of the Vision 5:9 Network in their church planting efforts among Muslim peoples. Therefore, in this
report the terms “fellowship” and “church” are used interchangeably as needed for clear English
syntax, all the while recognizing that some readers do not recognize the terms as fully equivalent.
2. Team. For many this has become a fundamental building block of church planting. However, teams
can take many and widely varied forms, particularly as it concerns non-western mission agencies.
Our working definition of a “team” is a group of two or more working together to establish
multiplying fellowships of Jesus-followers. Therefore, we asked study participants to think in terms of
those with whom they intentionally, regularly, and with shared purpose work toward this goal. It
may be just people from your own organization, but it may also include people from other groups as
well as believers from the country where you are working.
3. Fruit. Our primary definition of “fruit” is encapsulated by survey question Q28, asking about “the
number of fellowships planted in which [the respondent’s] team played a significant part.” We were
explicit that for the purposes of our research, fruit is gatherings of believers, not evangelistic results.
As for limitations of our findings, there are a few we wish to recognize:
1. Our findings are descriptive, not predictive. By this we mean that our findings should not be viewed
as a methodology for church planting, but rather a picture of what God has been doing. We
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encourage workers to reflect on their own ministry in light of these findings rather than simply
attempting to repeat the practices of those we studied.
2. The etic verses emic question. The responses we collected and studied were, for the most part, the
perceptions of those who contributed to the church planting process (etic), rather than of those who
received the gospel (emic). We understand that the perceptions of workers and the members of the
churches they helped to plant may be very different. Also, our respondents may simply be unaware,
or not fully understand, so of the social, psychological, spiritual, and other factors that played a role
in the formation of the church.
3. The changing nature of the Vision 5:9 network. The network increased significantly during the
period in which the survey was being conducted, especially among Global South ministries. This
made it very difficult to maintain a representative balanced demographic profile of our respondents.
While the overall mixed methods participation was drawn from a fairly broad representation of the
Vision 5:9 Network, we recognize that the quantitative module was dominated by Anglo-American
workers who made up 69% of all respondents.
4. And finally, there is always the “God factor.” of his kairos moments and sovereign, loving
intervention in ways we may never fully comprehend. We would never attempt to be so arrogant as
to “explain” these wonderful moments.
We kindly request that other researchers and writers contact us before using our findings, and especially
before referring to them in published form. This will help ensure that the most up-to-date analysis is used (as
in any research project report, errors will inevitably be found and corrections needed) and open the door for
exchange of insights and ideas that may help us move even further forward our missiological insights and
ministry application stemming from this work.

Appendix 2: Complete FP descriptive list
Relating to Society
RSO1 Fruitful workers communicate respect by behaving in culturally appropriate ways.
RSO2

Fruitful workers address tangible needs in their community as an expression of the gospel.

RSO3

Fruitful workers relate to people in ways that respect gender roles in the local culture.

RSO4

Fruitful workers mobilize extensive, intentional, and focused prayer.

RSO5

Fruitful workers pursue language proficiency.

RSO6

Fruitful workers take advantage of pre-field and on-field research to shape their ministry.

RSO7

Fruitful workers build positive relationships with local leaders.

Relating to Seekers
RSK1

Fruitful workers are bold in witness.

RSK2

Fruitful workers pray for God’s supernatural intervention as a sign that confirms the gospel.

RSK3

Fruitful workers pray for the needs of their friends in their presence.

RSK4

Fruitful workers share the gospel through existing social networks.

RSK5

Fruitful workers begin discipling seekers as part of the process of coming to faith.

RSK6

Fruitful workers encourage seekers to share what God is doing in their lives.

Relating to Believers
RBE1

Fruitful workers are intentional in their discipling.
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RBE2

Fruitful workers disciple in locally appropriate and reproducible ways.

RBE3

Fruitful workers disciple others in settings that fit the situation.

RBE4

Fruitful workers help seekers and believers find appropriate ways to identify themselves to their
community as followers of Jesus, without imposing their own preferences.

RBE5

Fruitful workers help believers find ways to remain within their social network.

RBE6

Fruitful workers encourage believers to develop healthy relationships with other believers.

RBE7

Fruitful workers model following Jesus in intentional relationships with believers.

RBE8

Fruitful workers encourage believers to follow the Holy Spirit’s leading in applying the Bible to their
context.

RBE9

Fruitful workers encourage believers to share their faith.

RBE10 Fruitful workers prepare believers to explain why they believe.
RBE11 Fruitful workers model service to others and teach believers to serve others as well.
RBE12 Fruitful workers use various approaches in discipling.
RBE13 Fruitful workers encourage baptism by other believers with a Muslim background.
RBE14 Fruitful workers deal with sin in biblical ways that are culturally appropriate.
Relating to Leaders
RLD1

Fruitful workers acknowledge emerging leaders early in the process of building a community of faith.

RLD2

Fruitful workers mentor leaders who in turn mentor others.

RLD3

Fruitful workers encourage leadership based on godly character.

RLD4

Fruitful workers are intentional about leadership development.

RLD5

Fruitful workers use the Bible as the primary source for leadership development.

RLD6

Fruitful workers prefer to develop leaders locally.

Relating to God
RGD1 Fruitful workers practice an intimate walk with God.
RGD2 Fruitful workers engage in regular, frequent prayer.
RGD3 Fruitful workers persevere through difficulty and suffering.
Communication Methods
COM1 Fruitful workers use culturally appropriate Bible passages to communicate God’s message.
COM2 Fruitful workers communicate the gospel using the heart language, except in situations where it is
not appropriate.
COM3 Fruitful workers use a variety of approaches in sharing the gospel.
COM4 Fruitful workers share the gospel using tools or methods that can be locally reproduced.
COM5 Fruitful workers sow broadly.
COM6 Fruitful workers use Bible study as a means of sharing the gospel.
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COM7 Fruitful workers share the gospel in ways that fit the learning preferences of their audience.
COM8 Fruitful workers use Islamic terms and thought patterns as a bridge to sharing the biblical gospel.
Fruitful Teams
FTM1 Fruitful teams are united by a common vision.
FTM2 Fruitful teams build one another up in love.
FTM3 Fruitful teams have effective leadership.
FTM4 Fruitful teams employ the various gifts of their members to serve the task.
FTM5 Fruitful teams adapt their methods based on reflective evaluation and new information.
FTM6 Fruitful teams have at least one person with high language proficiency in the heart language.
FTM7 Fruitful teams engage in corporate prayer and fasting.
FTM8 Fruitful teams expect every team member to be involved in sharing the gospel.
FTM9 Fruitful teams value their female members as essential partners in ministry, facilitating their active
involvement.
Characteristics of Fruitful Churches17
CFC1

Fruitful churches use the Bible as the central source for life, growth and mission.

CFC2

Fruitful churches worship using indigenous forms of expression.

CFC3

Fruitful churches practice baptism.

CFC4

Fruitful churches value networking together.

CFC5

Fruitful churches are committed to one another as extended family, practicing the biblical “one
another” commands.

CFC6

Fruitful churches redeem traditional festivals and ceremonies.

CFC7

Fruitful churches share meals and practice hospitality.

CFC8

Fruitful churches share the Lord’s Supper in culturally appropriate ways.

CFC9

Fruitful churches seek to bless their wider community.

CFC10 Fruitful churches involve women in culturally appropriate forms of ministry.
CFC11 Fruitful churches involve their children in worship and ministry.
CFC12 Fruitful churches equip their members to share their faith in effective and culturally appropriate
ways.
CFC13 Fruitful churches govern themselves.
CFC14 Fruitful churches have local accountability structures for the use of funds.
CFC15 Fruitful churches generally meet in homes or other informal settings.

17

In the original Fruitful Practices Descriptive list, this domain was called, “Characteristics of Faith Communities.”
However, due to unanticipated miscommunication this caused, we have changed the domain name. Please refer to
Appendix 1 for further discussion about our use of the term “church.”
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